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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
This study of shorthand transcription teaching practices
in Connecticut is made in an effort to determine to v/hat extent
the business curricula of the public secondary schools of the
„
ij
state are giving recognition to shorthe.nd transcription as a I
part of stenographic training. Under the classif ice tion of pub-
lic secondary schools is included both comprehensive
.
and voca-
tional three-year, four-year, five-year, and six-year schools.
|
It is assumed that present common practice places the special-
ized courses including Transcription in the last two or three
years of the secondary school training program. Only schools
publicly operated as city or community schools were used in
this survey.
Trg.nscription Defined
Shorthand transcriotion is the fusion of shorthand and
typewriting abilities into one skill combined with intelligent
use of the language and judgment in the application of the prin-
ciples of office efficiency. In the very word transcription
—
philologically, trans, scribe re ; "to wriue. . . over, a.cross,
beyond, through"—there is the suggestion of more than writing,
somethijagubey-oncl wri ^ji^S 9r r'^py^'^S nl^n"!- Tt ^nnnnr^o ^n ^t.a

very root an implied extension, fusion, co-ordination of abili-
ties, '.'riters have pointed out the problems involved:
Transcription is a complicated skill. It involves
the use, without modification, of some already-
learned acts; the modification of some already-
learned skills; and the development of certain new
skills or abilities.-^
Transcription. . . the process of producing from
shorthand symbols correctly and attractively type-
written manuscripts v/hich express the exact thought
that has been dictated. . . Transcription is some-
thing more than the sum of the two independent skills
of reading shorthand notes and typewriting. It is
an ability growing out of the possession of these two
skills. ^
Transcription is a composite, stenographic, job-
competence skill developed through and resulting from
an integration or fusion of at least the three separate
skills o;^ shorthand, typevjriting, and functional
English.^
Transcription is usually defined in terms of its aims: the
"twin aims of transcription"'^ being production of mailable copy
at a fair rate of speed, and includes, in the Transcription
course, according to Wanous and ^.vhitmore, "practice in apprais-
ing circumstances and deciding upon best procefure*^. " More
-^Esta Ross Stuart. "Transcription— V.Tipt Is It?" Business
Education '.'orld
.
November 1940. p. 191-2.
•-'Ethel Luella l«Iart. Survey of Me thods and Materials in the
Teaching of Transcription in Public Secondary Schools . Unpub-
lished Masters' Thesis, University of Southern California, o. 3.
Clyde Yi. Humphrey. "Here's Hov*—To Improve your Teaching
of Shorthand Transcription. " Journal of Business Education
.
December 1944. p. 27'.
4
S. J. ',;anous and Irol V. I'vliitmore. ii^f fective Transcription
Procedures (MonograrDh 57). Cincinnati, South- u'e stern Publishing
Company, December 1942. p. 5-6.

3specifically, adjustment to a complex situation is described as
follows:^
Reading the shorthand, getting the thought of the dicta-
tion, typing, spelling, punctur.ting, capitalizing, edit-
ing, consulting references, proofreading, arranging the
material, and handling stationery forms--these activities
and several more which are carried on more or less simul-
ta.neously, mpke up the transcription process. The task
of co-ordinating these activities into real transcription
ability and of using this ability i-ilsely in a variety of
job situations calls for expert training. A xi^ell-
organized program under the intelligent guidance of a
teacher is absolutely essential.
Certain misunderstandings have prevailed regarding the
subject of Transcription. Turse and Durost stated in the intro-
duction to their shorthand achievement test:
It was felt that typewriting constituted a special or
separate skill and that it should not be allowed to
complicate the measurement of shorthand achievement
but should be measured as a separate entity.
This test, therefore, would not purport to measure transcription
ability. Blanchard warned against using for transcription pur-
poses tests which in reality measure speed in taking shorthand
dictation, a common misconception. In programs of study the
subject has usually been hidden in Shorthand II; hOTjever, in
Q
comments to Turse"^, Leslie referred to the "distinction between
the subject of shorths.nd and the subject of transcription."
e.
"^V/anous ajid V/hitmore, op. cit.
,
p. 5-6.
"^F. L. Turse and N. Durost. Shorthand Achievement Test
Manual of Directions. Yonkers-on-Hudson, "iorld Book Co. p. 2.
"^Clyde I. Blanchard. "Daily Transcription Schedules.
"
Business Education VJorld, November 1944. o. 128
^P. L. Turse. "liOiat Do You Mean—Mailable." Business
Education v;orld
.
April 1945. p. 471.
(
TrariFcriotion is sometimes included under the name of Secre-
tarial Practice, but more and more writers speak definitely of
o
the Transcription Course. Ickes"^ stated specifically that £
Transcription course is "'not an advanced shorthand course."
Transcription as a skill requiring special teaching technique
has gradually become recognized.
This study has sought to deterinine the status of Transcrip-
tion teaching practices in Connecticut as revealed through the
following:
1. VJhat is the place of Transcriotion in the curriculum?
Is it a separate course or part of en advanced training
course? 7Jhen is it taught?
2. What amount of time is allotted to the course?
o. Is pretranscription training given in introductory
courses in typevTriting and shorthand and in English
cls sses?
4. Are there prescribed prerequisites for the Transcrip-
tion Course, such as required soeed and accuracy rates
in shorthand and typewriting, and ability in English
composition?
5. Are specific correlations effected through other
clpsses?
6. V/hat specific teaching techniques are employed?
7. Are there definite standards of achievement in terms
of transcription speed of production, acceptability,
mailability?
3. V/hat materials are used, such as textbooks, testing
materials, carbon oaper, letterheads, envelopes,
charts for motivation?
Surveys of transcription practices in public high schools
^PauT'C. Ickes. "Check List for Transcription Training.
"
Business Education './"orId
.
June, 1945. p. 546.

in various parts of the country mede a c'ecade ago now have
little merit except in historical value. Since then, the
interest in a transcription unit in the stenographic sequence
of studies has grown among classroom teachers until such a
unit has emerged into a position of undisputed necessity as a
completion course for stenographers and secret? ries. Employers
have urged business teachers to use every possible teaching
device to produce stenographers who are intelligent and skill-
ful in the use of the English language as ^.jell as in the sepa-
rate skills of shorthand and typei-^-riting, and the emphasis on
transcription h£:S thereby gained considerable impetus. Numer-
ous articles on Trrnscrip tion—content, teaching technicues,
correlation of skills witxi English, standards, et cetera—have
appeared in business education periodicals during the past few
years; these have indicated growing interest and serious think-
ing on the subject. Publishers of business textbooks have
become more conscious of this specialized field of subject
matter now demanding research. More specific reference to
writing already done in this field is mad.e in Chapter II.
Purgpse^ of_ This Study
This study has four major purposes:
1. To present the need for clearer objectives in
stenographic training.
2. To sumiiprize current thinking as to the meaning
of Transcription as v;ell as certain practices
now employed.

3. To show the present procedures and techniques
employed in teaching Transcription in the
public schools of Connecticut.
4. To make available all possible data on which
to base possible future recommendations.
In the first pl^ce, there is an obscurity about the
amount of transcription taugiit in the public secondary schools.
As yet the course, by its o\m rij;,ht, has not attained full
stature; so that, even -^^rhen it has been made a definite part
of the stenograpnic 'Graining, program, it has seldom been namea
in the program of studies. In a preliminary review of forty-
eight Connecticut high school programs of study which included
Stenography II, only thirteen schools made mention of Tran-
scription. One program of study-^'^ listed in the fourth yesr
of its stenographic curriculum "Typevjriting and Transcription"
as one course; anotherll, "Transcription and Business Behavior. |f
In one program of study^^^ where no mention was made of Tran-
scription in the stenographic sequence, the following appeared
among the descriptive paragraphs concerning each course;
Stenography 1 and 2. These courses will teach pupils
how to v;rite and transcribe G-regg shorthand under busi-
ness conditions. The course includes: theory of short-
hand; dictation and transcription of letters and miscel-
laneous articles; vocabulary building; spelling and
punctuation, construction and understanding of business
letters. The second-year classes meet 3^ oerlod s per
week . The second year is recommended only for those
pupils v7ho show ability in stenography and English.
^"^Rbbert S. Fitch High School, G-roton (Conn. ), Program of
Studies
.
''^Danbury (Conn. ) High School Program of Studies.
^%eriden (Conn.) High School Program of Studies. (Author's
i Laiics.
)

Eight periods a week was given to the second-year course in
stenography instead of the usual five. The assumption would be
that three or more periods each week were allotted to Transcrip-|'
tion; however, in the description given, there v/as no definite
indication as to how much specific instruction was given in
this subject.
The New York State Syllabus in Business Subjects, giving
one page to the subject Transcription, stated that
Candidates for the state high school diploma majoring
in stenography are now required to complete success-
fully a two-semester, five-period a i^reek transcription
course. . . . Teachers should emphasize the fact that
shorthand and typewriting skill are but means to an
end. A perfect transcript, speedily prepared, is the
practical measure of stenographic ability. Tt is_ not
considered necessary to r^^ovide a syllabus outlining
in detail the content of this course . -^^
This vagueness existing in the course descriptions in
programs of study was misleading. It was difficult actually
to appraise and evaluate the exact nature of the curriculum
offerings. A more specific study of actual conditions was
therefore necessary.
Secondly, a summary of the best thinking on the subject
was considered pertinent to a clear understanding of the mean-
ing of Transcription. It v;as considered necessary also in
order to know the objectives set up by business offices and
and the practices used by the country's mcst exoerienced teach-
ers in training stenographers to reach goals of competency.
-L^University of the State of New York. The State Education
j
Department. Syllabus in Business 3ub.1 ects . 1942 Revision.
Albany, 1945. p. 29. "TAuthor's italics. )

Third, it v;as necessary to know, definitely, current
practices in Connecticut. This study purports to show whether
the public secondary schools of the state have recognized the
perticulr.r importance of Transcription. It was necessary to
know whether or not vocational competency achieved through the
Trajiscription course v/as the primary objective of the steno-
graphic courses in these schools.
Finally, the data presented was to form a part of a
broader and more inclusive study being made simultaneously by
the Business Education Division of the Connecticut State
Department of Education of all the various business courses
of study in the secondary schools of the state. This study of
Transcription practices vjould, it was hoped, provide data on
which recommendations might be based and which would have
certain historical significance in the story of progress of
business education in Connecticut.

CHAPTER II
A STUDY OF THE FIELD
This chapter will present briefly what already has been
written on the subject of Transcription. First some surveys
of teaching methods have been reviewed; then certain repre-
sentative studies of problems, procedures, objectives, and
standards, taken from periodicals, textbooks, and other pro-
fessional literature, have been summarized.
Surveys of Trenscriotion Prgctices
In 1935, Mar tP- made a study of transcription teaching
methods and materials by sending inquiries to forty-one recog-
nized authorities on the teaching of shorthand, chosen because
of their interest in this subject as shown by their contribu-
tions to the Business Education World . " The study showed thatS
68.7 per cent of the authorities consulted favored transcrip-
tion as a special class. The study reviev/ed the history of
shorthand, defined the complex skill called transcription, and
L. Mart. Survey of Me thods and Materials in the
Teaching of Transcription in the Public Schools . Masters
'
Thesis. University of Southern California, 1955. p. 9.
2
Ibid. p. 62.

indicated that^ "transcription must be considered a new
process. " In this study, the writer emphasized what should be,
not what was.
A survey of transcription practices was recently reported
by Renshaw'^. He stated his purpose as follows:
In trp.nscriDtion, as in every other subject, we hope to
improve. In order to be able to plan intelligently
for improvement, we must, among other things, know
definitely where we now stand.
From this survey, in answer to questionnaires sent out to
1,500 high schools of four states, a good sampling was made
of what was then being done in transcription teaching in the
519 schools which replied. The twelve o_uestions concerned the
place and time for Transcription in the training program,
teaching methods, and standards. The survey showed that
55 per cent of the schools allotted five periods a week for
at least one-half year to transcription at the typewriter;
that 45 per cent required mailability as the accuracy standard,
and that requirements in general have been raised; that the
production standards varied so greatly as to be practically
meaningless. However, Renshaw concluded, it showed that con-
siderable progress had been made toward recognizing the need
for a planned transcription training course.
During the eleven years between these tx^^o broad surveys,
"^i-iart, Op. cit.
,
p. 103.
4
W. Renshax-^. "'.-Jhere Do Me Stand in Transcription?
"
Business Education V7orld . May 1946. p. 465.

much Improvement has been indicated, but there are problems
yet unsolved. In 1941, Wanous^ presented five controversial
issues for solution in the teaching of Trsnscriotion. He
quoted various concepts of proponents of tv/o points of view on
the nature of Transcription and whether it should be considered
a completion course after a mastery of the skills or a separate
skill to be given parallel to shorthand and typewriting instruc-
tion. The other issues' discussed were the handling of English-
weaknesses in transcription, the nature of the mailable letter,
and production standards to be achieved. He concluded:
Undoubtedly there are in the teaching of transcription
other important issues. Testing, grading, guida.nce,
and speed and accuracy building problems are numerous
and are by no means solved to the complete satisfac-
tion of all teachers. Here, however, one is handi-
capoed in clarifying issues as the convictions teachers
are known to have regarding these problems have not
often been put into print. 'Jhen ideologies have had
time to crystalize, a more extensive survey of tran-
scription issues will be possible.
°
Since 1942, certain of these ideologies and issues have
"had time to crystalize, " and brief digests of the most recent
studies of the field are pertinent, therefore, to a clear
conception of Transcriotion.
5
S. J. l7a.nous. "Problems and Issues in Transcription."
Problems and Issues in Business Education . Seventh Yearbook,
National Business Teachers Associauion, 1941. pp. 516-322.
^Ibid., D. 322.

studies of Problems
It is generally agreed that the definition of transcrip-
tion given in the first chapter of this study states the true
nature of transcriotion— one skill, a fusion of several. To
clarify the issue regarding the true nature of transcription
and its place in the curriculum, the end course is no\\^ referred
to as Transcription ; and certain earlier training correlating
English, shorthpnd, and typewriting, beginning with the first
chapter of the shorthand course, is celled Pre transcription .
Pre transcription may be, then, the term now used for "the
basic technique," mentioned by Skirain
,
necessary in order
that Dupils "may swing into functioning transcription v/ith
vigor, confidence, and rhythmic fluency." Pretranscription
can also be referred to as an introduction to transcription.
The best preparation for transcriotion is that type
of training "in beginning shorthand and typewriting
that anticipates the future needs of the pupil in
transcription. . . Before attacking the transcrip-
tion work of the advanced classes, it is recommended
that a v:hole semester be devoted to the problems
that will introduce transcription learning in a
manner which v:il^ permit satisfactory achievement in
each day's work.*^
A plan for such pretranscription training described by
Eleanor Skimin. "Problems of Transcription. " The
Contribution of Business Education to Youth Ad.iustment . Thir-
teenth Yearbook, Eastern Commercial Teachers Association, 1940.
pp. 199-210.
^Ibid., p. 201.
/
qSloan has summarized points agreed upon by a number of authors:
1. Weekly meetings held by the teachers Involved
( shorthand, typewriting, English) at the begln-
"ning of the year to decide on points in tech-
nique and outline points to be stressed during
the week.
2. Pretranscription pointers
(a) Using correct posture; assembling and
arranging materials economically as to time,
being responsible for own supplies; acquiring
the dictionary habit to prevent errors.
(b) In the typewriting room, learning the me-
chanics of the machine, and special techniques;
proofreading; appreciating the attractiveness
of finished work; getting dictation practice
direct to typev/riter.
(c) In the shorthand and business English
classes, noting differences of opinion in
spelling of words; drilling on punctuation;
learning homonyms and unusual words; doing
longhand transcription and making corrections
in clsss.
Recognition of this problem was considered a "must" for
shorthand teachers in what was referred to as the "pre-machine
period" in a recent article in the UBKA. Forum ;
Every shorthand teacher must know the problems in-
volved in transcription. . . If she knows the cominon
errors made on transcripts, she can do much in the
pre-machine period.
In commenting, the editor wrote:
If we analyzed this complex skill more carefully, we
would be able to determine be;.".er what and how to
teach in the elementary or "pre-machine period". . .
9Louise J. Sloan. "Correlated Pretranscrijtion Traiiilng.
"
Business Education World, June 1946. pp. 541-2.
"^^Alta J. Day. "'Ilusts' for C-ood Shorthand VJriters. " U5EA
Forum^ April 1947. p. 10.

14
Transcription is tlie end goel of ell instruction in '
shorthand, and the daily writing- and reading in the ]i
classroom should be building habits in the kind of !
writing and reading thst will be used in transcrintion. -^-^
|
By far the largest number of current articles concerning '
transcription iiT.provement v/ere written on the English problem.
[
This fact oroved that teachers were seriously concerned with i
I,
the matter of better instruction in English fundamentals and
j
better correlation and application of the skills to produce
|
more and betoer mailable English transcripts within a stated
time limit.
One of the difficulties centered around the difference in I'
points of view of what kind of English essentially should be !
stressed in English classes for stenographic students. The
business de;oartments found that the English departments refused !
to recognize stenographic students' especial needs to the
extent of changing the content of the traditional English
course. G-licksberg-^'^ recorded a realistic picture of such
"departmental warfare"; but also gave several practical sug-
gestions, including the significant observation that
Correctness of speech and writing is an over-all
school function and responsibility. Every teacher, i
no matter what his special subject may be, should
try to remedy these errors whenever they are
I
manifested.
It can be concluded that the shorthpjid, typewriting, and
;
;1
Day, Op. cit.
,
p. 105.
IPCharles I. G-licksberg. "Correlating Business Education
and English. " Business Education V.'orld
.
December 1945.
pp. 185-4.
I
ll

transcription teachers must include English in their daily
teaching. Writings on this problem recommended techniques
like correcting the "World's Worst Transcript,"-'-'^ teaching
14punctuation at the typev/riter
,
and spelling and syllabication
drills, e.nalysis of errors, particularly English, and individ-
ual conferences for remedial work,
Leslie, in a series of articles-'-^, recognized vocabulary,
spelling, and syllabication as among the unsolved problems of
trenscription. Of these, for high school students, the first,
vocabulary, was the most pressing problem. As he wrote:
In transcription, we hp.ve a triple vocabulary problem.
Cur vocabulary must be stenographic, orthographic,
and semantic. That is to say, the pupil must be able
to x-7rite the shorthand outline; he must be able to
spell the v:ord correctly in the transcript; he must
know enough of the meaning of the word to be sure
that he is using the correct form among several simi-
lar possibilities. . . Further to complicate the
picture, there are two separate vocabulary problems
in transcription. One is the problem of the general
English vocabulary. The other is the problem of
technical vocabularies.
The matter of spelling was considered a nearly insoluble
problem and syllabication even more so-^'^, because the "Cime for
-^'^Alice C. G-reen. "A Lesson in Transcription. " Business
Education World, January, 1947. po. 260-?.
*Harm Harms. "Teaching Punctuation at the Typei'.'riter- "
The Balance Sheet , l«Ia.y, 1945. pp. 546-343, 556.
Louis A. Leslie. "Trpjiscripxion ' s Unsolved Problems."
The Q-re£-:g News Letter
,
December 1946 through March 1947.
-^^Ibid., December 1945, p. 191; January 1947, p. 252.
^'^Ibid., March 1947, p. 574.
c
producing the trpnscript must be slowed down to pn impossible
rate when the dictionary became necessary for constf.nt reference
Teachers vjere goaded to greater achievement by office
supervisors and business executives in speeches and articles.
Some oroblems a business office sxenographic department head
encountered in orienting beginners were described to an English
section meeting of the Connecticut State Teachers Convention in
Hartford in October, 1946:
Definite need for further emphasis on letter composi-
tion, grammar, punctuation, and spelling; students
taught to use imagination; complete and comprehensive
linowledge of the correct and best use of the English
language; mastery of mechanics of the typewriter;
appreciation of value of the unabridged dictionary.
19 JAurner quoted the cries of the businessman against office
workers who come to them untrained and against high schools
which cio not give " all their graduates a decent commrnd of the
basic uses of English in business " and suggested greater
motivation in English classes.
Other research studies pertaining to recognized Transcrip-
tion problems were concerned with minimum requirements, whether
typewriting skill should be mastered before the formal Tren-
scription course is begun, or v;hether the two skills should be
integrated from the beginning of shorthand study.
Grace M. Haller. "Training the Future Business Woman.
"
Connecticut Teacher
.
January 1947. pp. 80-81.
-^^R. R. Aurner. "'Give Us Boys and Girls v;ho Can v/rite
Good Letters.'' Exclaims the Business Executive." The Balance
She e
t
,
December 1944. p. 151.

'I
studies of Procedures
That much thinking had been done on solving these and
I
other Trr.nscription problems was evidenced by the ff.ct that a
large number of writers and teachers have in the past fevj years
offered teaching suggestions in an increasingly grovring number
of -ublished articles, texts, and teachers' manuals.
The course content of a number of textbooks on the subject
have been built on the concept of the English problem. Punc-
tuation rules, spelling demons, grammatical construction, Eng-
lish style were all included, drill material provided, applica-
tion made through transcription, and follow-up and remedial
V7ork planned for- Usually the teaching material was graded,
.proceeding from the short, epsy let'cers and articles to the
longer, more difficult material.
There was g'eneral agreement among writers as to the needs
of the Transcription course. A seoarate period for Transcrip-
tion for .^t least one semester, following the shorthand period
and taught oy the same instructor, was considered necessary to
teach the subject- One course was planned around the following
type of exercises to be included da.ily or on a regular schedule:
typewriting control drills; vocabulary previews; transcription
speed drills, control- drills
,
speed builoers, and practice;
assignments including reading rate builders, reading and spell-
ing demons, English studies, making sense in transcription.
ic
1proofreading, editing, and trenscriDtion rate builders. ^0
An outline for such a course was .j^iven by VsTiitmore^l in
which every lesson included "application of some punctuation,
capitalization, syllabication, or grammar rule or rule on the
use of figures that has not been included in previous lessons,
as well as reapplication of rules previously studied.
"
Another plan for teaching Transcri p tion^S described pre-
transcription as an inherent oart of the plan, and outlined
Transcription orooer as follows: reading article for homeworii;
transcribing; reaaing letcer from plate; transcribing—no form
or arrangement necessary; dictate same article, students tran-
scribe; dictate letter, students tr-^n-^cribe ; dictating easy
new material, students transcribe— teacher giving help v;ith
outlines difficult to read, giving help in learning type of
error and how to overcome it; early timing of transcription;
training to work under pressure; ma'King use of dictionary,
erasing, sensible substitutions when necessary in dictation,
and all pocsible office conditions.
Schedules for the use of dictation materials have been set
up in connection with several textbooks.
^'^Irol '.vTiitmore and S. J. Wanous. Shorthand Transcription
Studies Maxiual . Cincinnati, South-V/e stern Publishing Coiapany,
1944. pp. v-xii.
^-^Irol 'xThitmore. "Courses of Study in Secretarial Office
Practice and Transcription. " The Changing Business Education
Curriculum . The American Business S^^ucation Yearbook,
Volume IV, 1947. pp. 295-4.
^^Sister Mary Agnese Dowling. "Outline for Teaching of Tran-I
scription. " The Balance Sheet
.
March 1944. p. 308.
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In the Teacher's Manur.l of the GreR:-^ Dictation snd
Transcription text, the authors^^ have outlined the transcrip-
tion plan and ^'Iven teacher suggestions on all points, have
listed devices which facilitate Instruction, and have classi-
fied errors as to frequency in student transcripts.
The following "Ten Comnandments " v:ere given by Henshaw^^
to teachers of transcription:
1. Set a goal. Standards of the business office
make a contribution.
2. Have a olan. From simple to coni,.^lex, easy to
difficult.
3. Take full advantage of pretranscrlption training.
4. Assign sufficient time for the teaching of
transcription. At least eighty periods at
the machine.
5. Start vlth transcription of studied shorthand
plate, solid matter. Few dpys.
6. Follow with transcription of the student's own
notes on familiar matter. First two weeks.
7. Transcribe from nev: me.tter dictation. Pictation
slower than for speed in early stages; then
office methods, use of carbons.
8. Test periodically. Ifellabillty and speed.
9. Provide student incentives. Awards.
10. Keep students ever conscious of the feet that
the Durpose is the production of mailable tran-
scripts of which the businessman can be proud.
'^*-'Vj". Renshaw and Louis A. Leslie. G-re^';^ Dictation and
|
Transcription Teacher's Ifenual. Nev: York, The G-regg Publishing
Company, 1957. pp. 3-71.
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V/allace Renshaw. "Ten Commandments for Teachers of
Transcription." Business Education '.vorld. October 1945. p. 67.
i
The jrinci pies of all good teaching should be applied
to instruction in transcription, according to Rowe . In a
series of articles, he set do^.m soecific classroom techniques
based on the folloT-ring principles:
1. Proceed from the simple to the complex—from
the known to the unknown.
2. Teach more— test less.
5. Provide for effective and desirable motivation
practices.
4. Provide for individual differences and remedial
instruction.
5. Teacher-pupil goals, purposes, and objectives
should be established.
6. Distractions and the extraneous should be kept
from the classroom; physical conditions for
learning should be as ideal as possible.
This writer stressed audio-visual aids such as charts,
instruction sheets, end demonstrations as esoecially successful
The foregoing references, noted briefly, were typical of
the thought being given the subject of Transcription, particu-
larly with regard to course content and specific teaching
technicues.
25
John L. Howe. "PrinciDles of Teaching Transcriotion
Skill. " Business Education '-Jorid
.
January 1947. p. 270.
ii
studies of Ob.1 ectjves and Standp.rds
The importance of definite prerequisites for acceptance
into a Transcription course have been generally understood.
Skimin~° stated:
Improved guidance programs must function so thet
the class is made up of pupils that possess the
abilities, aptitudes, and desires necessary to
make them potentially trainable employees for
stenographic work. I'lhen v;e have a vocational
group of this kind, it will be possible to have
higher standa.rds of efficiency.
Prerequisites were understood to include high degrees of
skill in shorthand and typewriting, recognized (A or 3 ) ability
in functional English, and the elements of personality and
character required by the best office st^^ndards.
Leslies'^ implied that prognostic testing in shorthand has
proved useless in predicting success in Transcription. Unless
special prognostic tests for transcription are devised, a
good general English test can best serve for transcription
prognosis.
The standards in Transcription training are usually set
up according to rate of production and mailability. In regard
to the first of these, there are a number of complications.
26
Skimin, op. cit.
,
p. 201.
27
Louis A. Leslie. "Shorthand Prognosis, iL" Business
Education Uorld, Iferch 1947. p. 407.
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Wanous and w'hitraore'^^ pointed them out ?s follows:
To be valid, a standard must take into considera-
tion several factors, such as character of the
material dictated, rate of dictation, and tran-
scribing facilities. A single firm might find it
necessary to set up a dozen or more standards to
meet a variety of conditions. . . The practice in
business is to give the best Job uo the most pro-
ficient transcriber, and an inferior job to the
slow transcriber. From the point of vievj of good
practice in the classroom, therefore, it would be
wise for the teacher to set an individual goal for
each student arl to encourage students oo attain
the highest proficiency possible.
A standard of a specific number of words per minute was
challenged because of the varying conditions involved:
The rate of accomplishment. . . should be expressed
in terms of number of letters completed vjithin a
stated length of time, not in terms of words a
minute. "v/ords a minute" is misleading because
there are so many attendant skills, parts of the
transcriotion process, that it does not take into
consideration. Students should be required to
make carbons, to address envelopes, to proofread
everything typed, to make corrections (and on the
carbons, too J ) just as is the office worker; and
the time that these total operations require
should be included in our rate-of-accoraplishment
figure. ''^-^
Tonne*^*-* set tentative production standards as follows:
A stenographer should be able to produce 35 ordinary
fairly brief letters a day--about six letters an
hour. This. . . includes time for dictation.
'"^S. J. Wanous and Irol V/hitmore. Sff ec tive Transcriotion
Procedures (Monograoh 57). Cincinna'ci, Sou th-";7e stern Publish-
ing Company, December 1942. o. 6.
29John L. Rowe. "Princioles of Teaching Transcription
Skill." Business Education V/orld
.
May 1947. o. 50S".
30
Herbert A. Tonne. "Vrnat Are Job Standards for Steno-
graohic Service?" Journal of Business Education
.
January 1947.
p. 25.

In regard, to mailability, e. clear-cut concept has eraerged
gradually. In attempting to define raailability, Turse*^^
stated:
According to the Mew York Regents Examinations
Rating Schedule for Shorthand, a "mailable letter"
is one that could be signed and mailed by a care-
ful end competent business correspondent without
being rewritten. A letter is considered unmailable
if it contains more than two "major" errors—errors
that Can be corrected v;ithout defacing the letter.
He continued, quoting the National (Clerical) Stenographic
Ability Tests (1942):
Transcripts must make the sense intended by the
dictator but the words dictated and those tran-
scribed need not be exactly identical. . . Probably
most teachers strive for an absolute or verbatim
standard but settle for a mailable standard. I do.
But other things being equal, I reserve the A's for
the pupils who produce verbatim transcripts.
In commenting on the Turse point of view, Leslie stated:
The verbatim transcript is the proper end product
of the shorthand course, and the mailable transcript
is the proper end product of the transcription
course.
The only vjay to measure the shorthand skill of a
pupil is to dictate a large enough quantity of mate-
rial at a high enough speed to be sure that no one
gets a perfect verbatim transcript. Obviously the
100-per-cent transcript has little value as a
shorthand measurement device because when the pupil
hands us a perfect verbatim transcript, we have no
way of telling how fast he could have written from
dictation.
On the other hand, the end product and proper test
31
P. L. Turse. "V^Tiat Do You Mean—Mailable." Business
Education World, April 1943. pp. 469-70.
*^^Ibid., (Louis A. Leslie Comments) 471-2.
€
of a transcription cIsff is the mailable transcript.
The material for this niust be dictated so slowly
that every pupil can write in shorthand all the
material dictated— otherwise he has no substantial
chance of producing a mailable transcript. '^•^
Wanous and Whitraore*^^ answer the question by a middle
view:
V^en is a letter mailable? The bes
question comes from the business me
Their standards require that transc
ters should follov; the dictation cl
ters should be centered reasonably
letters should contain no errors of
tuation, capitalizaoion, or hyphena
requirements are that there should
typographical errors in the letters
sures should be made neatly. . .
t answer to this
n themselves,
riptions of let-
osely, that let-
well, and that
spelling, ounc-
tion. Additional
be no uncorrected
and that sra-
The difficulty is not with the standards, but v;ith
their rigid application. It must be remembered that
letters grow out of many situations. One situation
may dema^nd that a letter should be trajiscribed
according to the exact wording of the dictation; not
a single punctuation mark can be omitted or mis-
placed; even neatly erased errors are taboo. This
is a rigid requirement, but in business there are
situations that demand this type of work. . . In
(interoffice) communications, appearance is of sec-
ondary or of no importance, and mailable standards
may differ in other respects from the mailable
standards of general correspondence. . .
The only conclusion that can be reached is that a
single set of mailable standards is not adequate for
all types of correspondence.
One more word from Leslie*^^ xvill comolete this discussion
of mailability:
To the businessman
unmailable letter.
a correctible letter is an
""-^Turse, op. cit.
,
(Louis A. Leslie Comments) P. 47S.
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•ranous and V/hitmore, op. cit. pp. 6-7.
"^^Turse, op. cit., (Louis A. Leslie Comments) p. 472.
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After the newspaper announcements that of the 32,000 ^
persons who recently took Civil Service Examinations in typing
and shorthand only 49.5 per cent passed, several business
|
magazine editors and writers demanded improvement. A personnel ,
techniciaji in the office of the Secretary of w'ar in Washington
wrote: I
Teachers should assist administrators in setting up
programs that insure better selection of students as
prospective office employees. They should take an
active interest in planning more logical and more
fruitful courses of study. They should make certain
that such courses are based on present-day job needs,
keeping constantly in mind the ultimate objective,
that is, to provide emoloyers with competent initial
workers. Definite standards for graduation s.nd^g
placement should be established and adhered to.^
Skimin*-''^ summarized the situation in these words:
The failures in the stenographic tests seem to be
mostly in transcription and the utter lack of ability
to sustain their work over long periods of time.
From this it would seem thst there is great need of
reorganizing the kind of teaching that is being done
in this subject. . .
Teachers and administrators slike must realize that
the needs of youth must be served in making possible
regularly scheduled classes in transcription where
a functioning program is at work developing the skill
that business offices demand.
36
Maye C. Hylton. "Results of the Civil Service Examina-
tion for Stenograohers and Tyoists. " Journal of Business
Education
.
September 194-5. p. 31.
Skimin, op. cit., p. 207;
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
This was the procedure followed in making this survey of
Transcription teaching practices in Connecticut public schools:
1. Approval and assurance of co-operation was secured
from the Supervisor of Business Education in the
State of Connecticut to carry on the study and to
incorporate the findings in the Handbook on Busi-
ness Education to be issued in 1947.
2. An inquiry blank was carefully prepared, appraised
critically, restated in the form of Data Card and
Questionnaire, and tested on a group of business
education teachers in a seminar in business educa-
tion at Boston University.
3. The revised Questionncire and Data Card, together
with a letter addressed to heads of business de-
partments were sent to ninety-nine public secondary
schools of Connecticut.
4. Follow-up Cards were sent to twenty-six sCxT.ools.
5. Returns vjere tabulated, summarized, and presented
in tables according 'go the several divisions of the
inquiry.
Co-operation Secured
The consent of the Suoervisor of Business Education of the
Connecticut State Department of Education vts.s secured to carry
out this study in view of its value in appraising the business
education curricula of the public secondary schools of the
i
state. It v;as to be used by the Subject-Matter Coranittee for a
Secondary School Shorthand Program in the business education
survey organized in the spring of 1946 to be conducted in I
1945-1947.
Preparation
I
The original inquiry blank v;as prepared and offered to a
group of business teachers for criticism. The suggestions re-
ceived were incorporated in the revised form of the inquiry.
Although the limitations and problems in the use of a question-
naire were recognized, it was believed that every ^ohase of a
shorthaJid transcription course— time, materials, teciiniq.ues,
and standards—was covered in the questions as stated. It was
felt that the findings could be handled most expeditiously by
this method. A letter v/as also prepared to accompany the !
i
inquiry.
The offer of the Supervisor of Business Education to use
the facilities of the Connecticut State Education Department
office for mimeographing and mailing the inquiries to the
[
ninety-nine public secondary schools of Connecticut was accepted.
The letter to the heads of business education departments of
the state was revised to comply with the form used by the State
Supervisor's office. (Form A, page 23.) The mailing list was
checked, and instructions were sent to the State Supervisor's
office, together with the forms and ma.terials required.

STATE OF CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
FORM A
LETTER ACCOlviPAIIYIlNiG THE INQUIRY
October 2, 19^6
To: Business Department Heads of all
Public Secondary Schools of Connecticut
From: Paul M, BojTiton
State Supervisor of Business Education
Subject: Practices in Teaching Shorthand Transcription
The Subject -flatter Committees for the T\,vo-Year and Three-Year Secon-
dary School Shorthand Programs in Connecticut are v;orking on Courses
of Study in Transcription in connection v/ith the State Handbook on
Business Education novj in preparation to be published in 1947* Miss
Martha Johnson, sub-chairman for Transcription Subject Matter, has
prepared the enclosed inquiry. Your prompt reply will be especially
helpful to the Committee.
Completing the Inquiry Sheet and Data Card will require only ten or
fifteen minutes' time of the business department head or teacher of
transcription. Use the enclosed addre'-sed envelope for your reply.
Even though transcription may not be taught, please return the com-
pleted I^ta Card.
An entirely Impersonal tabulation will be made of the data received
from all the public secondary schools of the State.
Enclosures (3)
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i^uestionnaire and Pet a Card
The Questionnaire in its final revised form (Form B,
page 30) was a single, legal-size sheet suggesting approxi-
mately forty specific answers to Questions listed under eifijht
general headings. It was drawn up with a viev/ to consuming
the least possible time of the person making the reply. In
the trial test before the final revision, the inquiry v/as com-
pleted in seven to ten minutes, and it wa.s believed that less
time v;as reouired to answer the revised Questionnaire. This
fact was mentioned in the letter in anticipation of a larger
percentage of returns. The Questionnaire was to be filled out
by the Transcription teacher or head of the depa.rtment.
The major divisions of the Questionnaire were as follows:
1. "When is the Course in Shorthand Transcription taught?
2. Hov7 much time is devoted to the final Transcription
Course?
5. How is pre transcription training (before transcription
by typewriter) given?
4. what are the prerecuisites for the Transcription
Course?
5. VJhat teaching methods are employed in the final Tran-
scription Course?
6. VJliat are the standards for achievement?
7. vJhat teaching materials are used?
3. Do you approve of Transcription as a separate course?
In order to facilitate uniformity of reply, the questions
4
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Hartford
SPECIFIC INFORMATION REGARDING THE PRACTICES IN
TEACHING SHORTHAND TRANSCRIPTION in (name)
_High School.
(address)
(1) When is the Course in Shorthand Transcription taught? Please check.
(a) Grade: 10th ; 11th ; 12th ; Full year_ ; Half year: 1st ;2nd
(2) How much time is devoted to the final Transcription Course?
(a) No, of weeks_
(b) No. full periods per week
(c) Length of period
(d) No. minutes if part of period only
(3) How is pretranscription training (before transc'n by typewriter) given?
Is it taught incidentally
,
or planned ? Check methods used.
(a) Dict'n direct to typewriter
(b) Mechanics drills in typing
(c) English skill building in shorthand class through Eng. drill
(d) Through longhand transc'n
(e) Through reading shorthand
(f) Correlation in English classes
(g) Other
(4) What are the prerequisites for the Transcription Course?
(a) Net typing speed y;pm
— 5 min.
(b) Shorthand speed wpm
—
5 min.
(c) Are these rigidly adhered to?
(d) English requirements
(e) Teacher recommendation
(f) No special requirements
(5) What teaching methods are employed in the final Transcription Course?
(a) Shorthand plates read in class before transcribing ; Repeated
(b) Dictation on practiced shorthand material
(c) Words and phrases previewed
(d) Spelling drills
(e) Other drill techniques? Explain
(f ) ' Are progressive rates used in each period's dict'n for transc'n?
(g) Is all dict'n for transc'n definitely timed and measured?
(h) What provision is made for teacher-pupil analysis of errors?
(i) How often are carbons required? Multiple copies? ^Envelopes?_
(,j) Is homework assigned? In reading shorthand ; Transcribing ;
VJriting shorthand from shorthand plates ; Writing from print
(6) What are the standards for achievement?
(a) Transcription wpm at end of course
(b) Is this standard based on typing speed only ; over-all speed of
output
; accuracy and usability ; other qualifications
(c) Are goals outlined daily? V^eekly? Monthly? Other?
(d) What constitutes mailability?
.
(e) Is any credit given for unmailable but correctible transcripts?
(f) Are standardized achievement tests given?
National (Clerical) Stenog. Ability^ Turse-Durost Achieve.
U. S. Civil Service Other (name) .
(g) Is graduation credit granted for Transc'n separately? ;How much?
(7) What teaching materials are used?
(a) Transcription textbook (title) ,
(b) Supplementary dictation books used by the teacher:
McNamara-Baten: Rational Dict'n Stud. ; Reigner: Graded Dict'n
Zoubek: Dict'n at In-Between Speeds ; Other?
(c) Motivation Charts ; Awards
('?) Do you approve of Transcription as a separate course?
Comments may be added on reverse side if desired. Please enclose Data Card.
Date Signed. Position held_
i
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and sub-questions viere so worded b.s to make a brief reply
possible:
Questions to be answered by checking the reply 20
i
Questions to be ansvjered "Yes" or "llo" ... 3
Questions reauiring two- or three-digit figures 8 i
j
Questions reruiring a word or brief phrase . 7
'
A suggestion inviting comment was given at the end of the
QuesTiionnaire. This was done in order to give opportunity for
inclusion of -pertinent dpta which the person replying mi ait
feel could be beicer stated in another form.
l|
It v;as considered valuable, also, to ascertain the school
population end school classification as to type in order to
know the number of business students in comparison to the num-
ber of all students served by the state public secondary-
school systems. In addition, enrollment data regarding the
business curriculum or curricula and specific shorthand Tran-
scription courses was requested, as well es v;hether the course
was separately scheduled or part of another stenographic course.
A separate inquiry card, the Data Card (Form C, page 52),
accompanied the Questionnaire for this enrollment data to be
returned by all schools. If no course in shorthand Transcrip-
tion was offered, the questionnaire could be disregarded.
Follow-UP
Three weeks after the inquiries had been sent out, a
Follow-up Card (Form D. page 52) was sent to each of twenty-six

FORl'I C
COPY OF THE DATA CARD
DATA CARD Re; Shorthand Transcription
Ueme of High School
Location
Enrollment 1943-1947: (1) Total School
(2) Total Business Curriculum
(3 ) 5eginning Shorthand, present year
(4 ) 3e£ inning Shorthand, last year
(5)Final Shorthand Transcription
Is Shorthand Tr^jiscription taught in
(a) a separate course
,
or as part of
(b)Advanced Shorthand
,
(c /Typing
Hov: many years of shorthand is offered?_
(Please return in enclosed envelope.
)
FORl-1 D
COPY OF THE FOLLO'-J-UP CARD
Dear Sir:
There has been a gratifying response to the In-
cuirles concerning Shorthand Transcription Prac-
tices sent out from the State Dept. office three
weeks ago. As yet, though, I do not have a re-
ply from your school. I ^--ould appreciate your
mailing the Q,uestionneire and Data Card as soon
as possible, particularly since I hope to have
my data complete for the meeting of the Handbook
Committee on Transcription in Kamden, Nov. 6.
Yours,

schools which had not replied. Follov7-up vraa not made of thoee
schools which were known to be academic and v.^hich did not offer
shorthand courses.
The data given in the Questionnaires as returned vjere
checked against available courses of study and programs of
study for ^articular schools whenever this seemed feasible to
the correct interpretation of the data as recorded in the
Questionnaires. Personal interviews were held with eight
transcription teachers a.nd department heads as part of this
follov7-up.
Returns
Of the ninet5'--nine schools to which the inquiries vrere
sent, sixty-six replied imlnediately. Tv.^enty-one additional
reports were recorded after a follovr-up, making a total of
eighty-seven returns, or 87.9 per cent. Host of the twelve
schools vrhich did not reply were academic and offered no
courses in shorthand and Transcription.
The complete findings are submitted in the next chapter.
The data presented was obtained from twelve three-year hi^;h
schools, sixty-one four-year high schools, two five-year high
schools, and twelve six-year higli schools. Seventy-nine of
these schools were comprehensive, having college preparatory
and other curricula as v;ell as business; two were commercial;
two were vocational other than business; and four high schools
I41
v;ere academic only. This represented, roughly, (all schools
did not submit complete enrollment figures) some 52,000 high
school pupils, of vjhich some 19,600 were enrolled in business
courses; 1,9S1 of these were students in Trpnscriptlon classes.
Roughly, 37 per cent of all secondary-school pupils in the
public schools viere enrolled in commercial or business curricula,
and roughly 10 per cent of these were stenographic students
enrolled in the final Transcription courses.
A list of the schools which replied to the Q,uestionnaire
is given in Appendix A.
4
CHAPTER IV
3PSCIFIC IKFQRIvL^TIQN REGARDING
PRACTICES IN TEACHING SHORTKAI\^D TRAIvSCRIPTIGN
In the presentation of the findings regarding practices in
teaching shorthand transcription, the data in this chapter have
been divided into seven separate headings according to the '
logical arrangement of the information on the Data Card and
Questionnaire. The divisions are as follows: I
1. Comparative enrollments in school, business curriculum,
first-year stenography, and transcription.
2. Placement and time allotted to the Transcription '
course in the stenographic sequence.
3. Pre transcription training given.
4. Transcription prerequisites.
5. Transcription teaching methods. '
S. Standards for achievement.
7. Teaching materials.
The first of these sections or divisions T-rill show the
information received from 37, or 37.9 per cent, of the ninety-
nine Connecticut public secondary schools of whom incuiry was
made. This was considered a good return for r-urposes of this
study, since most of the tv;elve schools which did not reply
were academic rather than commercial and offered few if any
((
r 6
business subjects. The last six sections 77ill show, by t£.ijles
and analyses, the information received from 73 schools which
reported some transcription teaching, or 89.7 ler cent of the
37 schools replying; these 79 schools reoresented 73.3 per cent
of the ninety-nine oublic secondary schools in Connecticut as
shown in Table I.
TABLE I
Returns on Questionnaires Sent to
Ninety-Nine Public Secondary Schools of Connecticut
1
i.Uiiioer of
Schools Replying Per cent
Transcripolon course tau^l-.t 73 yc^.o
No Transcription data given .' 9 9.1
No business courses (5)
Junior business course only(l)
Data omitted (5)
No replies received 12 l?.l
Total schools 9,5 :
Information regarding the length of the shorthand study
program in the high schools of Connecticut xms requested on
the Data Card. Eighty schools reported that shorthand was
taught, and of these, 73 schools , reported some Transcription
i training. Seven schools reported no shorthand courses given.
Table II, page 37, summarizes the information regarding the
length of the shorthand program.
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TABLE II
Length of Shorthand Programs in
Eighty'' Public Secondary SchoolvS of Connecticut
Kumber of
Schools Re-olying Per cent
!
Three-year course 2 2.5
Tv70-and one-half-year course 3 3.3
Two-year course 73 91.3
One-yea r course 1 1.2
One-semester course 1 1.2
- ot.-^l schools
Comparative Enrollments
It was considered useful for purposes of comparison to
note the enrollments in business curricula, beginning stenog-
raphy classes, and the final shorthand Transcription courses.
These statistics are presented in Tables III, IV, V, and VI
(pages 39-42) according to the type of school organization.
Presenting the enrollment figures for schools individually
made possible more accurate data than any plan for grouping the
schools to give average enrollment figures for the 87 schools
replying. Schools in the four tables (III, IV, V, and VI) were
listed in the order of their total enrollments from the greatest
to the least. Schools giving no data on enrollments or incom-
plete figures were included in order to be represented. It is
to be understood that all schools replying were Included here,
whether or not business courses, stenography, and transcription

were taught. A listing of subjects included in "business cur-
ricula" was not considered essential to this study. It was
understood to include business arithmetic, junior business
training, law, consumer economics, bookkeeping, clerical prac-
tice, stenography, typewriting—some or all of these. See
Tables, pages 53-42.
Enrollment for two consecutive years (the present year,
1946-1947, and last year, 1945-1946) in beginning stenography
was requested. See Tables, pages 39-42. The present year's,
figures (1946-1947) were used for comparison with present en-
rollment in all business subjects. The previous year's enroll-
ment figures (1945-1946) in beginning stenography were needed
in order to show the per cent of students following through
from beginning stenography to advanced stenography and
Transcri;otlon.
Table III, page 39, lists those schools operating on the
secondary level in a six-six organization, grades 7-12. These
schools show a larger total enrollment in a six-year curriculum
but a comparative decrease in the number of students taking the
final courses.
Table IV, page 39, groups two schools having a five-year
secondary-school plan
—
grades 3-12 housed in the same building.
Tsble V, pages 40 and 41, lists the secondary schools in
Connecticut organized on the eight-four plan, having a four-
year sequence of secondary-school subjects, grades 9-12. This
comprised the largest group, a total of sixty-one schools,
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including one commercial hl£"h school having all, or 100 per
cent of the students, enrolled in business subjects, and one
school classified as comraercial having 95 per cent of its stu-
dents enrolled in business classes.
Table VI, page 42, shows enrollments in the ti-relve senior
high schools which are organized as the final three years of a
six- three-three system. G-rades 10-12 are included in these
schools.
In order to sumruarize the data on enrollment, three tables
VII, VIII, and IX (pages 45 and 46), were prepared. The per-
centages given on the preceding tables (III, IV, V, and VI)
were grouped; thus a classification of schools was based on
similarity of enrollment numbers. For example, schools having
90-100 per cent of the entire school enrolled in business
courses were grouped; schools having over 60 per cent of busi-
ness students enrolled in Stenography I were grouped; and
schools having 90-100 per cent of Stenography I students follow
through into Transcription mre ^^ouped.
Table VII, page 45, shows that of 87 schools 71 reported
enrollment figures for total school and business courses. To
summarize these data: Of 71 schools, 24, or 35.8 per cent,
reported that the business curricula enrolled between 30 and 39
per cent of the students. Fifty-five, or 77.5 per cent, en-
rolled less than 50 per cent of the students in their business
curricula. Sixteen, or 22.5 uer cent of the schools, had en-
rollments in business subjects exceeding 50 per cent of the
ce
totpl school enrollment.
Table VIII, page 45, was suramarized as follovrs: The
largest number of schools, 60 schools, or 7S.9 per cent of the
78 schools replying, reported that less than 50 per cent of the
students T'je^.-'e enrolled in Stenography I. Tv/elve, or 15.4 per
cent, reported an enrollment in Stenography I of betueen 50
and 61.3 per cent of all business students; 61.8 per cent
enrolled in Stenography I was the highest percentage reported.
||
Tpble IX, page 46, shows the percenta;:,~e of beginning ij
Stenography I students who take the final Transcription in
j
their advanced stenographic training. This table was summa-
rized as follov7s: The greatest number of schools, 40 schools,
or 51.5 per cent of the 73 schools replying, reported between
40 and 69 per cent of the beginning stenography students con-
tinuing their advanced stenographic training and Transcription.
Nineteen, or 24.5 per cent, of the schools reported over
70 per cent of first-year students continuing in Transcription
classes; and 15, or 16.6 per cent^ of the schools reported less
than 50 per cent of their stenographic students continuing in
the advanced classes.
The fact that so many Stenography I students did not
continue their study and were not enrolled in a Transcription
class might point to the need for guidance for business stu-
dents and also the use of some ty^e of prognosis. Students
ts.king Stenography I in their senior year might be another
reason for the high droo-cut rate in individua^l schools.
c
TABLE VII
Percentage of Students Enrolled in Business Courses
in the Various Types of Connecticut Public Secondary Schools
Business Course
Enrollment
Per cent of
Entire School
liiUinber of Various Type ociioole Reoopoine
6-yea.r 5-year 4-year 5-year Total
Per
cent
90-100^
80- 39fc
70- 79^
60- 69^
50- 59-:^
40- 49^
30- 39/^
20- 29*^
10- 19.?!'
Less than 10^>
4
1
Total schools
1
1
1
2
3
c;
7
19
9
5
1
! 3
;
2
2
i
52
1
4
4
5
11
24
15
4
1
71
1.4
o. 6
5. 6
7.1
15.5
33.8
21.2
5. 3
1.4
100
TABLE VIII
Percentage of Business Students
Enrolled in Stenography I in 1943-47
in Connecticut Public Secondary Schools
_i_= --^ -s^
Stenography I
Enrollment Number of
Per cent of all Schools
Business Students Reporting Per c s n t
60-61. 3fc 2 2.6
50-59 ;t 0 0
40-49 =^ 4 5.1
30-39 % 6 7.7
20-29. 6^:? 20 25.6
10-19.3,^ 27 34. 3
1- 9.6,^ 13 15.7
None 1 1.3
Ho data
_5 6.4
Total schools 73 100
c
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TABLE IX
Percentage of 1945-46 Stenography I Students Enrolled in
Transcriotion in 1946-47 in Connecticut Public Secondary School!
Transcription Enrollment
Per cent of Previous Year's
Stenography I Classes
Number of
Schools
Reoortin^: rer cent
90-100^ .
80- 89fo .
70- 79,^ .
60- 59^ .
50- 59.5^^
40- 49^ .
50- 39f^ .
20- 29.6^
10- 19^^
.
1- 9;-^
.
None . .
No data .
Total Schools
o
9
4
10
17
13
5
5
0
1
5
?. 7
11. 5
1
12. 8
21. S
16. 7
7. 7
6. 4
2. 6
0
1. 3
m 4
100
Placement and Time Allotted
to the Transcriotion Course in the Curriculum
In order to present the data as to the length of time
given to Transcription teaching, the class period vras consid-
ered the unit which vjould be raosu uniform. There is clearly
a variation in the number of minutes in the school period as
shown by the table on oage 47.
Table X shows that, of the 64 schools which reported the
time, 84.4 per cent gave forty to forty-five minutes as the
length of the school period, a variation of five minutes.
ii
rc
47
Tills, therefore, was representative enough for the ourpose of
this study. The clock hour, if used, although more accurate,
would not give the facts as clearly for high school data as
the fairly uniform period, since the hour would have to be
corrected again into oeriods to be expressed in terms of the
secondary school curriculum.
TABLE X
Length of the Class Period
in Connecticut Public Secondrry Schools
Length umber of
of Schools
Period Reporting Per cent
47-60 Minutes 9 14.
1
40-45 Rinutes 54 84.4
36 Minutes
_1 1. 5
Total Schools 64 100
The number of periods allotted to the teaching of Tran-
scription varied. Approximately 50 per cent of the schools
allotted one to three periods per week, and 50 per cent
allotted five periods a week. However, since schools reported
from a few weeks to a full year of Transcription, the number
of periods per week was not in itself a valid basis for deter-
mining the total time given to Transcription teaching. Some
schools admitted that one day was called secretarial training
or business English (see Appendix B) so that, in a five-period
II

==_=_===__
j
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week, actually only four periods v:ere given to Transcription.
Since the number of weeks devoted to Transcriotion was helpful
only in determining the total number of periods, the period
v/as used as a basis for estimating the length of time allotted
to TranscriDtion.
'I
Table XI, page 49, shows a wide variation in the number
of periods allotted to Transcription. The largest single
grouping showed that 14 schools, or 17.5 per cent of the
eighty schools replying bO this question, reported bet^reen
61 and 30 periods allotted to Transcription. On the other i
hand, 12 schools, or 15 per cent, reported between 181 and
200 periods of Transcription; and 11 schools, or 15.7 per cent,
reported between 141 and 160 periods. Since the Connecticut
school Calendar rec^uires ISO days in session and this number
of days is seldom exceeded, it is possible that schools report-:
ing in terms of forty i-jeeks included short weeks or used the
round figure as approximate . It is fairly certain that a full
year of Transcription was meant in all schools reporting from
161 to 200 periods. If, then, these were grouped together, a
total of 23 schools, or 23.7 per cent of the eighty schools
taught Transcription every day during the entire school year.
Table XI also shows the placement of the Transcription
Course and the distribution of the periods in these courses.
It should be noted that 21.2 per cent of the schools have a
separate course for Transcription. Kovrever, it should plso be
noted that if it is true that ten schools report teaching
c
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Transcription 160 to 200 full periods as part of the shorthand
class and two schools report ISO periods of Transcription in
connection v:ith typewriting, this means that either there was
a misunderstanding of v;hat Transcription teaching involved or
the shorthand (or typewriting) period must have been doubled
in length to allow for both subjects. In such case it would
seem that the extra time given for Transcription purposes wouldj
be considered a separate unit.
At the end of the Questionnaire the question was asisied:
Do you approve of Transcription as a separate course? The
following answers were given:
Yes; definitely; if there is time; by all means 61
No; not here; not necessary; part of office practicelS
No reply ' . . . 5
Thus it was noted that, of the seventy-four schools which
replied, 51 schools, or Sc. 4 per cent, believed that there
should be a definite place in the stenographic curriculum for
a separate course in Transcription.
Pre transcription Training Q-iven
By pre transcription training v;as meant the training given
in shorthand, typewriting, and English classes before formal
Transcri jtion on the typewriter from shorthand notes was begun.
Of the seventy-eight schools teaching Transcription, 56 schools
or 71.3 per cent hpve planned pretranscription training. Ten
schools, or 12. S per cent, teach pretranscription incidentally;'

51
twelve schools, or 15.4 per cent, did not reply to this
question.
Table XII below shows the methods used in the pretranscrip-;-
1
tion training. Since it nay be assumed that those v^ho did not i
!
reply did not employ pretranscription training, the total num-
!
I
ber of schools which reported Transcription vas used as a
basis for the percentage given. All the 73 schools reported
the use of one or more of the techniques mentioned. Sixty-four
schools, or 32 per cent, combined three or more different pre-
transcription methods; while fourteen schools, or IS per cent,
made use of only one or two of the techniques listed.
TA3LS XII
Methods Used in Pretranscription Training
in Seventy-Eight Connecticut Public Secondary Schools
4,. J. £r Oj.'
Schools
Reporting Per cent'
1. Dictation direct to tyr^ewriter 52 41
2. Mechanics drills in typewriting 53 43. 7
3. English drill in shorthand class 43 61. 5
4. Longhand transcription 60 77
5. Through reading shorthand
Correlation in English classes
69 33. 4
6. 11 14. 1
7. Correlation in Office Training classes 3 5. 3
3. Correlation in Typewriting classes 1 1. 5
9. C-regg Speed Tests' 1 1. 5
10. Dictation of old ^nd new material by
the teacher 1 1. 5
11. Skiminte Pretrsnscrio'cion book 1 1. 5
12. Transcri jtion drills at typewriter 1 1. 5
15. Reading back notes, inserting the punc-
tuation as notes are read 1 1. 0
Boston Unrver^ity
School of Education
Library
€C
IThe first six listed techniques in Table XII (page 51)
were mentioned in the Questionnaire. "Dictation direct to tyoe-
writer" was included for its usefulness in providing a stimulus
in typewriting other than the printed word to be copied and be-
cause the practice it gives in thinking out soelling and punc-
i|
1
tuation problems ^'hile typewriting is related to transcribing, il
By "mechanics drills in typing" was meant the drills such as the
i
carriage throw, adjusting margins, assembling and inserting
paper and carbon into the machine, as Tvell as erasing, spread-
j ing, and crowding in making corrections, etc., which are all
' necessary in transcription work.
The techniques 7 through 15 listed in Table XII were i
written into the Questionnaire by the teachers replying to this
! question. "Correlation in Office Training classes" would not
provide oretranscription training unless the course preceded
[
the Transcription course in the stenographic program. "fj-regg
i Speed Tests" would afford pretraxiscri tion training while being '
I
used as longhand transcription if teaching vjas done by means of
j
^
I
I
the tests. "Dictation of old and nev; material" would hardly be
a pretranscriotion method except as the material was transcribed'
by the student. The Skimin text (probably Adams and Skirain-'-
v;as meant) might be considered a "Pretranscri.^ tion book" but
actually might also become part of the formal typing Transcrip-
^
tion course. "Transcription drills at typewriter" might refer
'Elizabeth S. Adams and Eleanor Skimin. An Introduction to '
Transcription . New York, The G-regg Publishing Company, 1938.
c
to the same techniques as was meant by "mechanics drills"; if
not, these might also be part of the formal course in Transcrip-
tion rather than pretranscription. "Reading back notes" was
similar to "Reading shorthand" in its pretranscription meaning. i|
It should be noted by the table (XII, page 51) that throughjj
i'
reading shorthand, longhand transcription, and English drills inii
shorthand classes most pretranscriotion training was given. A I
small number, 11 schools, or 14.1 per cent, reported correlation '
in English classes.
Transcription Prerequisites
To shov7 the true requirements mentioned as prerequisites
for the Transcription course, the composite shorthand ajid typing
speeds as well as English minimum essentials were considered.
These are shown in two tables: Table XIII, page 54, and
Table XIV, page 55.
Separately the speed requirements in shorthand ranged from
20 i-v^ords per minute for five minutes to 100 words per minute
for five minutes; in typing, from 25 words per minute for five
minutes to 50 words per minute for five minutes. Some schools
base their typewriting soeed requirement on ten- and fifteen-
minute writings.
It was clear that where the requirement was high a longer
training period was given before Transcription as a formal
course was begun. The shorthajid dictation speed of 100 words
1
61
TABLE XIII
w
—
1
Trenscription Prerecuieites—Composite Reouireraents
in Seventy-Eight Connecticut Public Second -r^^ Schools
1
Speeds in '.Jorcls e Minute for 5 l-Iinutes Snelisii iiur^oer of
Shorthand Typevjriting Requirement Schools
20 30-35 Passing ]_
35 30 1
40 — 3 1
40 — — 1
50 30 Passing 1
50 40 (10 Min.
)
Passing 3
50 40 Passing 1
55 40 75 (60 Passing) 1
50-60 ( short 30 Test 1
letters
)
60 25 (15 Min. Above Average 1
60 25 (10 Min. 75 1
60 30 Senior English 1
60 30 — 3
60 30 35, 3 3
60 35 2
60 35 Business Eng. 1
60 35 D (above oassing) 1
60 35-40 85 2
60 40 — 5
60 40 3 5
60 40 Passing 2
60 40-45 — 1
60 — 1
60 45 — 1
60 45 70 1
60 50 B 9
60-80 45-50 (10 Min.
)
2
75 40 A or 3 1
80 40 3 1
80 45 F (Passing) 1
80 50 3 i
SO 1
100 25 1
100 40 3 1
25 C or 3 1
40 1
B B B 1
3 g 1
3 1
cuirements 15
Total Schools 78
r
per minute, for example, could hardly be a prerequisite if
TranscrlDtion was begun after only one year of shorthand. The
same v:ould be true of the typewriting speed; and it would be
assumed that, if 45 or 50 words per minute i-jrs required before
the Transcri^^tion course, two years of tyDev.rriting preceded
the formal Transcription course.
TABLE XIV
Summary of Transcri-otion Prereauisites
(From Table XTII
)
I'iinimum bnorthand Liinimum Type-.-ri oing Kumcer of
Requirements Requirements Schools
in Words a Minute in V/ords a Minute Reporting
Below 50 (20-55) 25 (for l:.- Ilin. ) il
-40*
60 25 (for 10 Min. ) 35
-45-50 (10 Min.
)
Above 60 (75-100) 40 ' 7
Incomplete shorthand data 5
Teacher recommendation 5
No requirements 15
Total Schools 79
*Most tests were tined for 5 minutes.
Per cent
44.9
6.4
6.4
19.2
Table XIV above shovjs that 55 schools, or 44.9 per cent,
of the 73 schools re-oorting, recuired that students take dicta-
tion in shorthand at 60 words per minute for five consecutive
minutes before tailing Transcription; and that a speed in type-
v;riting of 25 words per minute (for 10 or 15 minutes, two
r
schools) to 45-50 iiords per minute (for ten minutes, one
school), with most of the schools recuiring 55-40 v:ords per
minute for five minutes, was the prereauisite.
"Teacher recommendation" without specific speed require-
ments was considered adequate in five schools, or 6.4 per cent,
of the schools reporting. Fifteen schools, or 19.2 per cent,
made no definite reouirements for students to enroll in the
Transcription course.
The English requirement was not stated specifically. For
the most part, above-average grades in English were desired
but passing grades were accepted.
In reply to the question on prerequisites: Are these
rigidly adhered to? twenty-two, or 23.2 per cent, of the
schools replied Yes
.
and the same number replied No. Thirty-
four, or 43.6 per cent, of the schools did not reply to this
question. Some comments were as follOTvs:
We try to.
Insofar as possible.
Usually.
More or less.
Except in unusual cases.
In nearly all cases—individual problems
as poor- English, etc.
Transcription Teaching Me'chods
In an effort to learn what progressive learning activities
were provided by the teacher in the Transcription course, four
suggested techniques v^ere named on the Questionnaire, and space
ir
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was designated for explanation of other methods employed.
These Transcription teaching methods are shov/n in Table XV,
page £7. Dictation methods, remedial v:ork, materials, .-^nd
homework are later presented in Tables XVI-XXII.
A composite of the suggested techniques was considered
necessary, together with other methods, in order to show how
the Various methods were combined for teaching purposes.
Table XV showed that Transcription teachers were making
use of the various techniques. Previewing words and phrases
before dictation, reading shorthand copper-plate material dur-
ing the learning process, and giving dictation on oracticed
material were used to a large extent. "Correctional work"
and "checking papers, rev/riting" v;ere given as teaching tech-
nirues but were later classified as remedial. "Dictation of
new material" which would come after learning was well estab-
lished would be more of a testing method than teaching
technique.
Tvjo questions in the Questionnaire inquired as to uhe use
of progressive rates in each period's dictption for Transcrip-
tion and vThether all dictation was definitely timed.
Thirty teachers reported the use of both progressive
rates in each period of dictation for Transcription (providing
for individual differences) and definitely timed pnd measured
dictation for Transcription. The ouestions and replies are
shown in Tables XVI and XVII, pages 59 and 60. The affirmative
comments and the negative comments are grouped.
ii
TABLE XVI
Replies to the question: Are Progressive Rates
Used in Each Period's Dictation for Transcription?
Unedited replies
from ^Questionnaire
Number of
Schools
Replying Per cent
Yes
Yes, over a oeriod of t'ime
Different rates each month
41
1
1
5S. 5
1.5
1.3
No
Not always
15
6
16.7
7.7
(Question unanswered) 16 20. 5
Total Schools 78 100
It should be noted that 41 schools, or 52.5 per cent of
the 78 schools teaching Transcription, used progressive rates
every period. Those schools which modified their replies or
answered No might have done so because "each period's dicta-
tion" was taken literally zo mean without lapse. The ques-
tion was meant to designate the dictation for individual dif-
ferences within the group each day, not for progressive speed
during the year, which is mainly an advanced shorthand speed-
building technique.
From 41 to 49 per cent of the teachers kept their dicta-
tion for Transcription to definitely measured time, according
to Table XVII, page 50, vrhile 29.3 per cent replied that they
did not. The other modified replies indicated that there was
fi
some deviation from the measured dictation in order to pro-
vide for practice in taking dictation at an irregular rate as
in office procedure.
TABLE X\^II
Replies to the question: Is All Dictation
for Transcriotion Definitely Timed and Measured?
Unedited Re-olies Number of
from Questionnaire Schools
(Similar Replies G-rouped) Replying Per cent
Yes 02
Except at the very first 1 1.2
At first 2 2.5
Almost all 5 6.5
No 23 29.5
Not always 2 2.6
Dictation as in office 1 1.3
Occasionally varied rates 1 1.5
(Question unanswered) 11 14.1
TotEl Schools 73 ICO
4 In preparing the question on analysis of errors, space
was given for the teachers' o\m replies. These varied as to
wording, but descriptions which were essentially alike were
grouped together for presentation in Table XVIII, page 61.
This table showed that most of the teacher-pupil analysis
of errors was done through class discussion, rather than
through individual work; this was expected in larger classes
and when the errors were general. Most of the teachers
indicated that errors were followed up through class drill
and extra practice or remedial work.
I
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TABLE XVIII
Replies to the question: ^.Vhat Provision
Is Made for Teacher-Puoil Analysis of Srrorp?
Unedited Replies
from Questionnaire
1. Class discussion, chec.cing and analysis
2. Both class and individual discussion
3. Teacher-pupil conferences
4. Individual follou-up and discussion . .
5. Individual, because class is small • .
6. Remedial vjork
7. Chart with lisi:; of errors
3. Checli for errors
9. Papers alv/ays returned vihen corrected .
10. Corrected papers returned and discussed
11. Follov7-up of all corrected vork ....
12. Afternoon help
15. Extra practice and dictation
14. Two after- school periods a week for help
—pupils check own pamper once a week
15. Misspelled v/ords become spelling list ,
16. Very little
(i^uestion unanswered)
Total Schools
Number of
Schools
Replying Per cent
23 29. 5
5 6.4
4 5.1
4 5 1
1 1.3
7 8.
9
5 6.4
8 10.3
1 1.3
1 1.3
1 1.3
1 1.3
3 3.3
1 1.3
1 1.3
1 1.3
11
78 100
The Questionnaire also contained questions concerning
the use of carbons, multiple copy work, and envelopes. The
replies are listed in Tables XIX, }CX, and XXI, pages 52, 53,
and 64. The answers to the questions did not indicate any
specific practices, but showed that teachers tried to ^'ive
some practice in the use of carbons and envelopes. The tran-
scription rate for production would be influenced by the han-
dling of many papers and forms. If the extra handling of many
papers was not practiced, the rate of production reported v;oulc.
be correspondingly higher on simple letters and other typing.
f
TABLE XIX
Replies to the question:
Hov; Often Are Cc.rbons Required?
umber of
Unedited Replies Schools
from 5,uestionnaire Replyin. Per cent
p.u 7 7
Vc iiy o O • q
ki'i on ±e u oers ± JL . O
After class has acquired
ceroain speea. X ±
.
O
Last half year 4 5. 1
90 per cent 1 1. 3
Three— "fourths of vepr 1 1. 3
^ieekly 9 11. 5
Twenty-five 1 1. o
Twelve weeks 1 1. 5
Of uen 2. 6
Two weeks; one to two weeks 5 5. 3
Once a month; occasionally;
several; seldom; yes 14 17. 9
In Office Practice class 1 1. 3
One; three 2 2. 6
Difficult to say 1 1. 3
(Detailed procedure given)* 1 1. 3
None 1 1. 3
(Q,uestion unansv;ered) 25 52
Total Schools
^^3ee Appendix B
The number of periods of Transcription and the length of
the course would modify such answers as "All, " "Daily, " "'..'ith
letters," et cetera, in the table above. Other answers, such l|
as "Often, " "Occasionally, " "One, " "Three, " were also extreme-
j
ly indefinite. The fact that 25 schools, or 52 per cent, did
not reoly might mean that little was done in Transcription
class on the use of carbon copies or that no Transcription
II
(
TABLE XX
Replies to the question:
How Often Are Multiple Cooiee Required?
umber cf
unediuea Replies Schools
- :n - e 1 1 onnp i r e R ^ : ly i nc- Per c ^ n t
Daily ± JL. o
Kost of the time 1 1.
Second semester X 1 .
Once a Feel^ 3 5. B'
Thirty per cent 1 1. 3
Occasionally; yes 12 15. 3
Two xireeits 1 1. 3
One per month 1 1. 3
Office Practice 2 2. 6
Seldom; no; three 3 10. 3
Difficult to Say 1 1. 3
(Detailed procedure)* 1 1. 3
(Question unanswered) 45 57. 6
Total Schools 73 100
*3ee Appendix B
was taught or that the Typevjriting class tooli care of training
in this technique. Table }CX above shows that less was done in
Transcription classes v/ith multiple than with single carbon
copies.
The question of expense involved in the use of supplies
might be one explanation why greater practice i.-as not given in
the handling of many oapers. Again, the nime element also must
be taken into consideration. If the Transcriotion course or
period was short, the teacher might have felt justified in that
practice in the techniques of handling many papers v/as given
in Typewriting and Office Practice classes.
i
TABLE XXI
Replies to the question:
Hovr Often Are Envelopes Re~uired?
.'umber of
Unecited Replies Schools
from 2,uestionn- ire Reviving Per cent
Alv:ays; daily; each period 7 9
Onp—Viol f vci'^T'* Qpp^rif] cspmpcjtipy 2 2. s
Each letter, one-fourth year i 1.
5 6. 4
In Office Practice and Typing
class projects 4 5
.
1
Yes; occasionally; sometimes;
frequently 19 24. O
Tuenty-f ive 1 1. 3
At end of year 1 1. 0
Two weeks; six; several 3 5. 8
Seldom; rarely; not often enough 5 •3. 8
Difficult to say 1 1. 3
(Detailed procedure)* 1 1. 3
None 1 1. 3
(Question unanswered) 29 c7.
Total Schools 78 100
'""See Appendix 3
Table XXI above shows that 'ceachers of Transcri .. uion
recognize the need for practice in the typing of envelopes in
preparing letter transcripts. A total of 48 schools, or 64.1
per cent of the 73 schools replying, reported some practice in
the use of envelopes.
Again, the length of the course and oeriod, and the ex-
pense involved, might have limited the use of envelopes in the
Transcription course.
In regard to the question: Is homework assigned? the
(i
j!
il
|i
replies in the affirmp.tive totaled 57, or 75.1 per cent of the
78 schools; negative 7 schools, or 9 ner cent. Fourteen schools,
il
or 16 per cent, did not reply to the cuestion. I
It was possible, of course, that assigned homework in the
advanced shorthand classes vjas referred to, rather than a
separate assignment. Some who did not checli the answer replied
that the assignments were given in shorthand class, not for
Transcription. Most teachers checked more than one method of
assigning homework. Three noted th?t reading homev/ork was not
assigned, tvjelve noted that transcribing was not assigned, and
eight noted that writing from print was not assigned. Other
comments were
Assignments not for transcription.
From stenography class.
Occasionally.
Varies according to need of class.
The lest two comments indicated that, while the regular
homework was given in shorthand for the stenography class, ad-
ditional Transcription homework was given as remedial v/ork
v/hen needed.
Most teachers, in indicating methods of assigning homework,
mentioned more ths,n one method. From Table XXII, page 66, it
will be noted that over 80 per cent of the teachers who replied
assigned reading of shorthand, and 74.5 per cent assigned
writing from shorthand copper plate material in the textbook.
Usually these two assignment methods were combined. Those
teachers who did not indicate these methods might use them as
shorthand assignments but not as Transcription assignments.
(c
Those teachers who did indicate these methods also might have
considered that the quescion referred to shorthand homev/ork,
since Transcriotion vias so often taught in the shorthand class.
In other words, teachers considered the same assignment for
shorthand and Transcription in many cases.
Table XXII also indicates the use of award test material
for Transcription homework in transcribing. However, only 27,
or 34.6 per cent, of the teachers reported transcribing as a
method of assigning homework. Forty-two, or 53.3 per cent,
assigned writing from print, snd this method was always in addi-
tion to some other method. T-.jo teachers, or 2.6 oer cent, gave
occasional homework in taking and transcribing radio talks.
TABLE XXII
Replies to the question
on Methods of Assigning Homework
Number of
Schools
ReDorting Per cent
In reading shorthand do
Transcribing: (Cccasionally
;
sometimes practice awards) 27 34.5
Writing from copper plates:
(Some, G-regg Writer) 58 74.5
Writing from print: (some; seldom) 42 53. 3
Radio dictation 2 2.6
(
3te.ndg.rds for Achievement
There are two phases to Transcription standards: speed of
production and mailability. I
'The transcription words per minute at the end of the course|
I
was requested as a basis for a production standard. According
to Table XXIII, page 68, there was e variation of from 14 to
40 words oer minute in speed of output. More than half of the
il
schools reported a minimum rate of 25 words per minute or less.
From the replies received, it was evident that no definite
standard ha.d been agreed upon.
Table XXIII shows not only that no definite standards had i
been agreed upon, but that what was meant by production rates
was not clearly understood. In summarizing the replies, it was
ii
found that 36 schools (total of Items 1, 2, 3 in Table XXIII),
J
or 46.2 per cent, considered from 14 to 29 words per minute the
stsiidard production rate. Nine schools (Items 4 and 5 in the
S8.me table), or 11.5 per cent, raised their standards to be-
tween 30 and 40 words per minute. The actual standards named
as over 40 words per minute (Item 5 of the table) were 80, 100,
\
and 120. These rates evidently indicated dictation rates rather^,
than transcription rates; therefore, this ^roup of nine schools
j
as well as the four schools listed for Items 9, 11, 12, and 13
and the twelve schools which did not reoly make a total of 25
schools, or 32.1 per cent, for which no rate was given.
i
TABLE XXIII
Replies to the c^uestion
on TranscriDtion Production Rates
Rates
at End of
TranscriDtion Course
iNiumcer of
Schools
ReDortine Per cent
(Minimum words per minute)
1. 14-13
2. 20-24
3. 25-29
4. 30-34
5. 35-40
6. Over 40
(Unedited replies from Questionnaire)
7. Tv7o-thircls typing rate
S. One-half straight copy rate
9. "G-od only knows"
10. Certain number of mailable letters
in a -oeriod, deu ending on
length and difficulty
11. Not specified; taken up in senior
Office Practice
12. Not a recuirement
13. 100-120 Cdictation) if possible.
Ko definite transcribing speed.
14. '."e are striving for 40
15. 100 wpm dictation 5 minutes long;
then transcribing in one period.
9
13
14
6
1
1
1
1
(Q,uestion unajiswered)
Total Schools
12
78
11.5
IS. 6
18.1
7.7
o • 3
11.5
3.8
2. S
1.3
1.
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
.0.3
100
Regarding Items 7 and S in the table a.bove, the rate of
typing speed from shorthand compared to typing speed from print
limited the standard to typing only. This rate V7a.s referred to
o
in certain tests where conditions did not require setting up
United States Civil Service Stenographer- Typist
Examinations.
<
Iletters, mailing corrections, using cerbon paper or envelopes,
and where straight copying from shortheJid only was the basis
for the rate.
Item 10 in Table XXIII suggested that the production rate
was based not on one letter only but on several letters over a
period's transcribing time. However, since no actual number of
I
words was given, or time indicated, it did not provide a com-
' pletely satisfactory reply.
Item 15 in the same table came the nearest to stating the
production rate in tra.nscription terms: 500 words transcribed
in a period of 40 minutes would be a rate of 12.5 words per
minute for 40 minutes.
TABLE XXIV
Re-)lies to the question:
Cr. '^nat Is This Standard Based?
Yes No
1 Typing speed only 1 25
2. Over-all speed of output 39 1
'Z.o • Accuracy and usability 51
4. G-ood arrangement 1
5. Based on mailability of letters 1
Reasonable transcription time -1-L
'[
!
Table XXIV above presents the replies to the question
regarding a basis for the transcription production standard.
It will be noted that "accuracy sad. usability" of the transcript
was considered a basis more often than "over-all speed of out-
put. " However, both were checked in most cases. In other

words, the output or production of mailable work was considered
in naming the standard. 3-ood arrangement (Item 4 in this
table) would, of course, be understood in Item 5, usability.
Items 5 and 3 are likewise similar, as are Items 6 and 2. The
first three items were suggested in the Questionnaire; the
others are unedited replies added by teachers. Twenty-three
schools definitely did not use typing speed only in estimating
the standard.
Table XXV below shows that goals were set up regularly in
most schools for progressive skill building. The replies over-
lap where immediate goals as well as b'oals over a period were
outlined often.
TABLE XXV
Replies to the question:
How Cften are CxOals Outlined?
Number of
Unedited Replies Schools
from Questionnaire Rer-orting Per cent
Drily 4 5.1
Weekly 18 23
Monthly 19 24.4
Iv'eekly and monthly 3 3.8
Marking periods 3 3.3
Four times per year 2 2.S
Six-week periods 2 2.6
Daily, weekly, and monthly 2 2.5
Daily and v/eekly 2 2.6
'.Jhen needed to impress 1 1.3
Periodically 1 1.3
Monthly and occasional review 1 1.3
(Question unanswered)
_20 2d. o
Total Schools 7? luO
{
The question, "VJhat constitutes mailability? " broU;^^ht to
light sixty-tv;o separate replies, listed on the following pages. ji
These are grouped under general headings in Table XXVI below.
It v/ill be noted in the table that the concept of maila- ^
bility rather than absolute verbatim transcripts was conceded
in 51, or 59.7 per cent, of the replies. i-Iany of the replies i
which gave qualifications other than context might have ta.ken
the meaningful content necessary for a ma.ilable letter for
granted. Six replies, or 7.7 per cent, suggested the verbatim
standard. Ten schools, or 12.8 per cent, accepted correctible
||
transcripts. One, or l.c per cent, considered the ninety-five
11
per cent accuracy standard rather than mailability. One school
recommended teacher opinion as a basis. Sixteen schools, or
j
20.5 per cent, did not reply to "Chis question.
TABLE XXVI
Sumxnary of the Replies to
the Question: '.vhat Constitutes Mailability?
Number of
Schools
ReDorting Per cent
Verbatim standard 6 7. 7
Mailable, acceptable context 51 59. 7
Correctible tra.nscript 10 12. 8
Qualifications other than
accurate context 15 16. 7
Ninety-five per cent accuracy 1 1. 5
Teacher opinion 1 1. 5
( Que s t i on unanswe red
)
Ic 20.
Total Schools 73 100
{
Following are the separate answers t^iven as definitions
of mailability, unedited, taken from the Questionnaire:
Verbatim Standard
1. Perfect copies.
2. Perfect letter.
3. Perfect copies (no more thc.n tv;o neatly corrected
errors )
.
4. Absolute accuracy with a nlnimum of erasures.
5. llo errors. Erasures not discernible.
6. Letoer containing no errors.
Mailable
.
Acceptable Context
1. A letter an employer v/oula sign.
2. Can it be used in actual situation for the type
of work it is meant for?
o. A letter v;hich may be signed by the dictator.
4. A letuer that an employer could send out of an
office, thpt needs no changing; neat, no visible
erasures, etc.
5. A mailable letter.
6. B.E.W. test sta.ndard.
7. Ii/hat an office T-fould send out: neat corrections,
correct form, correct meaning or verbatim—this
goal being stated before student transcribes.
8. Mailable without making corrections.
9. Better business usability.
10. A letter that could be sent out. Neat erasures
allowed.
11. Accurate record of dictation, set up properly,
punctuated, capitalized, and spelling correct.
12. Correct form—neat—no errors in English, etc.,
not any typewriting errors—accurate transcript.
13. Reasonably accurate, mailable letter.
14. First time accurate enough to be mailed; neat
erasures, set-uo, etc.
15. Correct meaning, use of English, and typing.
16. Accuracy of fact, neatness, good arrangement.
17. G-ood placement, neatness, correct spelling and
typing, and correct meaning conveyed.
18. dl Freedom from shorthand errors vThich change
meaning of context; (2) freedom from spelling,
punctuation, and typing errors; (5) general
neatness and correctness of setup.
19. iv'eat papers in good form, and no errors or cor-
rectible errors.
20. I<i0 spelling or shorthand error (that would
change the meaning); no typing errors.
21. Letuers with correctible errors corrected.

22. No spelling or serious context or ajpecirance
errors
.
23. Correct grammar, punctuation, spelling, sense,
neatness
.
24. Mailable with not more than one or t-.vo cor-
rected errors.
25. Neatness, correct spelling and setup of letter,
accuracy.
26. Arrangement, nectness, accuracy (all forrae).
27. Correct in form, material—with minimum (two)
erasures.
2S. Letter ne?t in appearance, correct in grammar
and typing.
29. Ko spelling errors, with correct thought.
50. No bad erasures or typing errors— correct
transcript.
51. Accuracy and appearance.
Correctible Trans cri-^t
1. One which can be corrected neatly a,nd mailed.
2. Three correctible errors.
5. Correctible transcript.
4. Correctible errors.
5. Two or less errors on a letter
6. I'leat, grammatically correct; two or three minor
errors allowed.
7. No spelling errors. Correctible errors.
S. :!o more than tv70 correctible errors.
9. Let'cers that can be corrected without recopying.
10. Perfect work or correctible without defacement.
Qualifications Other Than Accurate Context
1. '."ell-spaced letter—clear—neat.
2. Errors neatly corrected.
5. 3-ood form, neat xvork, vjords that make sense, no
spelling errors.
4. Spelling, neatness.
5. A good-looking letter.
6. No spelling errors
—
good erasures.
7. Understandable, neat, correct spelling, v/ell
set up.
8. Placement, nestnesg rea.dability.
9. Neat corrections, placement, completeness.
10. All errors corrected—no poor erasures—no mis-
spelled or incorrectly divided words.
11. No uncorrectible errors and only tv^o of those.
12. TT,ro erasures; one unintentional typing error;
one substitute.
13. Letter containing two or less errors erased.^

Table XXVII belov; shows the replies £,:iven to the o.uestlon
on credit for correctible tr; nscriots. It indicates that over
50 per 'cent (first six items) of the teachers did allow credit
for transcripts that v:ere on the first v;-ritin£; unmaileble and
were corrected to be made mailable. ( "Unmailable " and "cor-
rectible" have the same connotation^-) Eighteen schools (t^.^o
ioems in table belov;), or 25.1 oer cent, replied I^o or indicated
that credit was not given. Seventeen schools, or 31.3 per cent,
did not reply to the question.
TABLE XXVII
Replies to the Question: Is Any Credit
G-iven for Unmailp_ble but Correctible Trpnscriots?
-.umber of
Unedited Replies Schools
from Questionnaire Replying Per cent
Yes c 7 47 . 4
Some 2 2.5 -
Yes, at first 1 1.5
If only two errors 1 1.3
Passing grade of 70 when corrected 1 1.5
Partial 1 1.5
No 17 21.8
Uncorrected not mailable 1 1.5
(Question unanswered) 17 21.3
Tot-^l Schools 73 100
"^Louis A. Leslie. "Transcription Fallacies— Ho. VIII."
The G-re.-;g Hews Letter
.
February 1945. pp. 324-6.
(i
TABLE XX^/III
Reolies to the question:
Are Stpnds'i'C' i zed Ac' leveraent Tests C-iven?
Number of
Schools
Re-Dortin^- Per cent
Uniteci b'lc.ceE Civil Service
rtational (Clerical)
Stenographic Ability
G-regp; Award Tests
State i-ierit System
Turse-Durost Achievement
"Business Education "Jorld" tests
Blackstone Stenographic
Conn. Str.te Civil Service
Bureau of Research
(Question unanswered)
c :^. ±
13 16.6
11 14.1
7 3.9
5 6.4
1 1.3
1 1.3
1 1.3
1 1.3
26 34.6
The table above sumniarizes the replies to the question
on testing. Three standardized achievement tests v:ere sug-
gested on bhe Questionnaire: the National (Clerical) Steno-
graphic Ability-, the Turse-Durost Achievement °, and the United
States Civil Service^ tests. As will be seen in Table XXVIII
the greatest use v/as made of the United States Civil Service
Tests as reported by 24 schools, or 52.1 per cent. Thirteen,
or 16.6 per cent of the schools, gave the National Clerical
Ability Tests; and five schools, or 6.4 per cent, gave the
4 '
National Office Management Association and National Council
for Business Education, joint sponsors. The National Clerical
Ability Tests .
""Paul L. Turse and \'Jelter N. Durost. Turse -Durosi: Short-
hand Achievement Test . New York, World Book Company, 1942
°U. S. Civil Service Stenographer- Typist Examinations.
(I
9Turse-Durost Achievement Tests. The United States EniDloyment
Service which administers tests through the State Deoartment
may be referred to by those who named the State Merit anc: State
Civil Service testing program.
Eleven schools, or 14.1 per cent, named the G-regg Award
tests. These, hov;ever, are not considered "standardized" and
are mainly recognized as shorthand tests rather than transcrip-
tion tests.
Tvjelve schools reported using more than one of these tests
A question was included in the Questionnaire regarding
separate credit for graduation for the Transcription course.
Seventeen schools, or 21.8 per cent, reported credit vras ';iven.
Forty-nine schools, or 52.3 per cent, gave no credit; while
twelve schools, or 15.4 per cent, did not re^ly to the cuestion
In connection with graduation credit, the cuestion, "Hox7
much?" was also asked. The replies are given in Table XXIX.
TABLE :<X1X
Replies to the question: How much
Credit Is Allowed for the Trr nscri-^tion Course?
Units of Credit
v.uuioer Ox
Schools
Reporting Per cent
One ( 10 points
;
One-half (5 points)
Three-tenths (5 points)
One-quarter (2-g- points)
One-tenth (1 point)
5
2
1
1
5.4
2. 6
1.3
1.5
(Question unanswered) 64
Total Schools 78 100
I
(<
As noted in Table XXIX, page 76, only fourteen schools
replied to the question regarding graduation credit for the
Transcription course. Ic \ie.s apparent that the Transcription
grade was considered as part of the shorthand or typev/riting
grade, and was not a separate unit for credit.
Teaching; Materials
Inquiry was made in the Questionnaire as to materials
used: textbooks, supolementary dictation books for the
teacher, and motivation charts and awards.
The textbooks named are listed in Table }IXX, page 73, in
the order of their popularity. Some texts reported by teachers
j
were textbooks in typewriting, and office practice, and some
iv^ere dictation material rather than Transcription textbooks.
I
Twelve schools reported using several texts.
Table XXXI, page 79, shows the supplementary dictation
books used by teachers. The first three titles were suggested
I
in the Questionnaire; the other texts, magazines, and supple-
mentary materials v;ere added by the teachers replying.
Most of the teachers indicated the use of several dicta-
tion texts. These represented also, in most cases, the speed-
building dictation material.
The re-olies to the cuestion on additional teaching aids,
ii
j!
charts and awards, are given in Tables XXXII and XXXIII on
page 80.
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TABLE XXX
Transcription Textbooks Used in
Seventy-Eight Connecticut Public Secondary Schools
..'uncer of
Author, Title, Publisher Schools
Reporting Per cent
Renshavr-Leslie : Gregg Dictation and
Transcription (G-regg) 21 2o. 9 '
V/hitmore-Wanous : Shorthand Transcription
Studies ( South- '.ve stern) 19 24. 3
Gregg: Gregg Speed Building (Gregg) 17 21. 8
Adams-Skimin: Introduction to
Transcription (Gregg) 4 5. 1
Forkner-Osborne-C ' Brien: Correlated Dicta-
tion and Transcription (D. G. Heath) 4 5. 1
Gregg: Gregg Speed Studies (Gregg) 4 5. 1
Leslie: Gregg Shorthand, Functional
Method, Volume II (Gregg) p 2. 6
Berlin-Kunes-Fronberg: Graphic Transcrip-
tion (Gregg) 1 J.
.
O
Korona-Rowe : Business and Personal Typing _I_ 1 .
Leslie-Zoubek: Speed Drills in Gregg
Shorthand (Gregg) 1 1. O
Loso-Kamilton-Agnew: Secretarial Office
Practice ( South-''estern
)
1 1. o
HcKamara-Baten: Rational Dictation
Studies (Gregg) 1 1. o
IJebb: Typing 1 1. o
Zoubek: Dictation for Transcription (Gregg) 1 1. o
"Miscellaneous" 1 1. 3
"one Ic 13
•
1
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TABLE XXXI
Supplementary Dictation ife.terial:
Texts, Magazines, Drills, and Actual Letters
U<=eQ in Seventy-Ei^.ht Connecticut Public Secondary Schools
Number of
Author, Title, Publisher Schools
Re-ortinc- Per cent
Ci.w.mc.rc.-i^'a -en *. rtai-lonfl Dicct-.oion
Studies (Gregg) 45 55.1
Zoubeic: Dictation at In-3etween Speeds
(G-regg) ' 42 55.8
Reigner: Graded Dictation (H. H. Rowe) 55 42.5
Gregg News Letter 14a.gazine (Gregg) 25 29.5
Gregg Writer Magazine (Gregg) 10 12.
S
Forlmer-Osborne-O'Brien: Correlated Dicta-
tion and Transcription (D. C. Heath)
Zoubek: Dictation for Transcription (Gregg)
Boumen: Shorthand Dictation Studies
( South-'./e stern )
Eldridge-Stickney-Stlckney : Shorthand Read-
ing and DictaT:ion Exercises (American
Book)
Gregg: Gregg Speed Building (Gregr)
Renshaw-Leslie : Gregg Dictation and
Transcription (Gregg)
Kirk-llumford : Graded Letters, Volumes I, II
I'ewman: Modern Graded Dictation (Ginn)
3erlin-Mune s -Froinberg : Graphic
Transcription (Gregg)
Leslie-Zoubek: Soeed Drills in Shorthand
(Gregg)
"wilson: Progressive Dictation (Gregg)
Business Education 'v'orld Magazine (Gregg)
Busines:: Letters (actual)
Ickes: Basic Transcription (Gregg)
Bisbee: Brief Form Drills (Gregg)
Gardner: Constructive Dictation (Gregg)
Gregg: Applied Secretarial Practice (Gregg)
Gregg: Rational Dictation (Gregg)
Gregg: Standard Dictation (Gregg)
Markett: 'iord and Sentence Drills (Gregg)
Reigner: Scientific Dictation (H. M. Ro^ve ^
SoRelle-Gregg: Secretarial Dictation (Gregg)
SoRelle-Kltt : 'vords (Gregg)
Thomas: Business Dictation (Prentice-Kall
)
10 5
a 10.
5
7 9
6 7.7
6 7.7
6 7.7
4 5.1
4 5.1
5 5 . S
•7
<J 5.3
5 5.8
2 2.6
2 2.6
2 2.6
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5
1 1.5

TABLE XXXII
Use of Cherts in Transcription
..uiuber of
Schools
"^.Sporting Per cent
Yes 20 25.6
No 5 6.4
No reply
_53
Total 7S 100
TAELE XXXIII
Use of A\''3.r6.s in Transcription
Number of
Schools
Re-jortin,'' Per cent
Yes 47 50.5
No 4 5.1
No reply
_27 3^ . S
Total ICC
The awards, specified in the table above, vjere G-regg
[
certificates and pins, used by 13 teachers; others using these
did not specify. One teacher signified that a'^^rard s
.
were used
as motivation in Shorthand II; one teacher used awards "for
li
120 and 140 only.
"
Summaries ?.nd recoramendavtions are given in Chapter V.
i
CHAPTER V
SUICL^Y AI^D RECOI^IJDATIOHS
In Chapter I, pages 5 and 6, the purposes of this study of
the Practices in Teaching Shorthand Transcription in the Puclic
Secondary Schools of Connecticut were outlined. In concluding
the study, it is irnoortant to take up these four purposes in
order, revlei-: previous observations, and summarize the findings
in the light of these purposes.
Meed for Clearer Ob
.1 actives in Steno^Taohic Training
It was pointed out in Chapter I that certain misunder-
standings have arisen about Transcription as a sub.i ect separate
from the subject of Advanced Shorthand or Stenography II. It
was found that in Connecticut public secondary schools fev/
programs of study mentioned the sub.i ect of Transcription or
geve definite credit for it. In other v;ords, Transcription
was included in the shorthand or typev/riting courses; but the
amount of actual Transcription teaching- done was difficult to
determine
.
In the findings, Chapter IV, it was noted that several
schools reported teaching Transcription 160 or more periods

as pprt of shorthand or typewrltlnfi classes . Since this con-
stituted practically an entire year's work (ISO days In the
school year), either the shorthand dictation for transcription
was the only shorthand given, or a double period was allov/ed
to accommodate Transcription In conjunction ulth shorthand. In
the latter case, the Transcrlotlon half of the double period
might better be designated as Transcrlotlon ; not to do so v/as
misleading.
Besides separating Shorthp.nd and Transcription into tT-ro
teaching units, in clarifying stenographic objectives, there
was found to be need for further recognition of the importance
of pre transcription training, the English phases particularly.
As observed in the findings, page 51, less than fifteen per
cent of the schools reported any correlation in English classes.
In the third place, the objectives of the schools' steno-
graphic programs would be clearer if guidance were given and
if Stenography I precluded Advanced Stenography and Transcrip-
tion abilities. Table IX, page 46, giving percentage of first-
year stenography students enrolling in a second year of short-
hand with Transcription, showed a high drop-out rate in
stenography classes.
Fourth, minimum prerequisites are related to objectives.
The reouirements in shorthand, typewriting, and English were
reported for their direct relationship to Transcription stand-
ards. Almost twenty per cent of the schools failed to report
any specific requirements. Roughly, only one-fourth
k
of the schools held rigidly to a prerequisite in shorthand and
typev;rlting speed; and, although above-average work in En;^:lish
was desired, passing grades were acceptable.
Finally, standards for achievenent in Transcription were
not generally clearly stated. Some schools in reporting their
standards referred to rates in taking shorthand dictation,
others to comparative rates in typing from print and shorthand, jl
and some gave high rates in words per minute v/hich might well
be questioned. At a Transcription re.te of 35 v/ords per minute,
for examole, a student would transcribe in thirty minutes
over 1000 words, or ten 100-word letters or five 200-word let-
ters. This would be an exceedingly high rate. Yet, over
twenty per cent of the schools reported 30, 35, 40, and more
words per minute as Transcription standards for production.
There is need for clarifying definitions of terns in stating '
Transcription objectives for the stenograohic courses.
Current Thinking as to the Meaning- of Transcrijtion
During the year of this study (1946-1947), various peri-
,
odicals for business teachers carried a total of thirty-one
articles or editorials dealing with or reflecting on phases
of the subject of Transcription and stenographic training.
j|
This showed a growing interest in and progress toward a better
understanding of the problems involved in teaching the complex
skill. Transcription.

The articles referred to were districuted as follows:
American Business Educ?/t:ion
Eastern Cor.imercial Teachers Associa-
tion and National Business Teachers
Association. Somerville, Hew Jersey.
Business 5c' ucation '.Torid
Nev; Yorh, G-regg Publishing Company.
The G-re.gg; Kews Letter
New York, Gregg Publishing Company.
The Journal of Business Education
R. C. TrethavJay, vCilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania.
National Business Education Quarterly
United Business Educaoion Association
of the National Education Associa'clon.
Ball State Teachers College, Huncie,
Indiana.
Thomas Shorthand Teacher
New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc.
UBEA Forum
United Business Education Association,
'fashington, D. C.
2 articles
6 articles
S articles
8 articles
5 articles
0 ar'cicles
1 article
Writers, authors, and teachers offered many suggestions
for improvement in Transcription instruction; these were
reviewed in Chapter II. But there is still need for further
study of several areas related to Transcription.
First, prognosis and aptitude tests w^hich include all the
transcribing abilities should be developed.
Second, there should be an agreement among employers a^nd
Transcriptlcn teachers as to Transcription standards, particu-
larly producticn rates, s.s well as the methods of sta.ting
these standards and the conditions for testing the standards.
Third, all business teachers and administrators should be

indoctrinated with guidance methods.
Fourth, there should be developed more and better visual
aids in teaching Transcription, including films on the subject.
Fifth, work should continue in developing betuer textbooks
for Transcription classes, as v/ell as more co-ordinated dicta-
tion material for the teacher, and standard achievement tests.
Procedures and Techniques Employed in Teaching
Transcription in Connecticut Secondary schools
It was found that, in the seventy- eight Connecticut public
secondary schools teaching Transcription, progressive teachers
were using many techniques for fusing the skills of shorthand,
typewriting, ajid English.' The various methods which have been
developed through the past few years were being recognized,
tried, and accepted in teaching the subject as a separate new
skill.
To make provision for individual differences, progressive
dictation rates for each period's dictation for Transcription
was reported by over fifty per cent of the teachers. Approxi-
mately one-half of the teachers who replied to the question
reported timing their dictation definitely for Transcription.
Most teachers reported giving attention to analyzing errors,
usually by class discussion, and to remedial work. All these
technic_ues are considered valuable.
In regard to the use of materials such as envelopes and
Carbon copies, especially in making multiple copies, it vjas
ii
noted that replies Indicated only a small per cent of the
schools were using these in Transcription training. It wps
brought out that there may have been tvo reasons for this lack:
the probable use of these supplies in the typewriting and officei
practice classes and the expense involved. However, the rate
of production in Transcription is affected by the handling of
these stationery items; v;ithout them, the rate would not be a
true production rate. Therefore, since standard conditions
require envelopes and carbon copies -vith letters, and usually
multiple copies of manuscript and other typing, the use of
these materials is important in the Transcription class.
Data for Future Recommendations
Based on information gained through this study of present
Practices in Teaching Transcription in the Public Secondary
Schools of Connecticut, the follo\:ing recomraendations were made
in presenting a Course of Study in Transcription for use in the
high schools of the state:
1. Place in the Curriculum : The Transcription course
should be required of all advanced stenography students in
Grade Twelve.
2. Lenr^th of Course and Graduation Credit ; Eighty periods
[
should be the minimum time given to Transcription; minimum
graduation credit should be one-half unit. The Transcription
Course may be org.^nized as part of a secretarial practice
4I
course, or it may be given separately.
5. Correlation ; The Transcription period should immedi-
ately follow the advanced stenography period in the student's
schedule, and it should preferably be taught by the same
teacher. Transcription objectives should be stressed by the
teachers of beginning stenography, typewriting, and English
classes; this is referred to as pretranscription training. It
is further recommended that a half year of practical, or
business, English stressing correct writing and speech be re-
quired of stenographic students in the eleventh or twelfth
year, including business letter writing, grammar reviev/, spell-
ing and business vocabulary, proofreading, editing, reporting,
manuscript style, the use of the telephone, and the intervievj.
4. Q-uidance and Placement : Business students should be
given adequate sympathetic and wise counsel before electing
the stenographic courses. Minimum requirements for Transcrip-
tion should be adhered to. Stenographic ability or aptitude
tests may be helpful in determining probable failures if not
always dependable in predicting a student's success particular-
ly in Transcription-^. It is importa.nt that the Transcription
teacher study the potentialities of each individual student
as well as the market, the businesses and professional offices
V7here students xvill be olaced; and so fit the student to the
Louis A. Leslie. "Shorthand Prognosis, II. " Business
Educption World, Via.rch 1947. p. 406.

job. Tepchers of advanced stenography and Transcription
should be best qualified to recommend stenographic students
for available stenographic positions.
5. Teaching' Materials ; Students should be supplied by
the school V7ith books, notebooks, copyholders, adequate paper,
and a reasonable amount o.f other materials such as carbon
paper, envelopes, and letterheads. Blackboards and bulletin
boards should be adequate. If the Transcription room is not
ecuipped v:ith secretarial desks, a model demonstration desk
should be provided.
Certain teaching suggestions were also made in connection
Kith the "oroposed Course of Study in TranscriDtion, based on
the findings of this study:
First, prerequisites for the formal course in Transcrip-
tion should be definite. The following is suggested: Type-
writing, 40 words per minute (five-minute writing); Shorthand,
80 vjords per minute (five-minute dictation). Accuracy is
precluded. 7/riting ability in English, and knowledge of vocabu||-
lary, should be above average. This phase should be stressed
in pretranscription training given by the beginning stenography
and typewriting teachers.
Second, during the learning process in Transcription
class, shorthand reading and writing should be co-ordinated,
typewriting techniques improved, and application made of
English usage in comoosition and style in accomplishing a
gradual fusion of skills.

Third, the dictionary habit, use of reference books, good
form, setuo, neatness, correct methods of organizing work and
materials should be taught. !
Fourth, the various techniques for motivation should be
employed, and remedial work should be given ^:hen necessary.
|
Fifth, standards should include accuracy ( me liability ) '
and production rate (speed). Only mailable letters should be
accepted for credit, letters that an employer would unhesi-
tatingly send out, neat and accurate in form, proofread and
correct when submitted for approval on the first writing. The
production rate should include all time factors; handling of
papers including carbon and envelopes, operating the machine,
proofreading, erasing and correcting any errors before submit-
ting for approval the finished trajiscript. A composite standard,
is suggested: Three mailable le-ters with carbon copies and
envelopes produced in ohirty minutes. This should be the
standard throughout the last half of the course, short letters
at first being gradually increased in length. The minimum i
standard at the end of the course would be: Three letters, a
total of not less than 400 words dictated at not less than
80 words per minute, produced as mailable transcripts in thirty
minutes. Articles should be produced as acceptable transcripts
in a comparatively reasonable time depending on the difficulty '
of the material. > i
Sixth, oroduction standards should be individual standards
j
Each student should increase, as he is capable, his own goals
In
for achievement, as far beyond the minimum standard as possible
The accuracy standard, which does not mean verbatim context but
rather correctness of meaning and detail, must be a rigid re-
quirement and must never be sacrificed for speed.
Finally, teachers must assume the responsibility for
testing ac.ecuately their o\-in standards as measured by the
standards of the most exacting businessmen. Testing programs
on a broad scale are being revised; and Transcription teaching
and Transcription standards in Connecticut public secondary
schools must meet the growing demsjid for more intelligent,
capable, demonstrably skilled stenographers.
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APPENDIX A
CONNECTICUT SECONDARY SCHOOLS
REPLIED TO TRANSCRIPTION ^QUESTIONNAIRE
TG\m
Ansonia
Ansonia
Berlin
( Kensington)*
Bethel
Bloornfield
Branf ord
Bridgeport
Bridgeport
Bridgeport
Bristol
Canaan
(Fells Village)^-
Canton
(Collinsville)*
Colchester
Danbury
Derby
Durha.o
SCHOOL
Ansonia High
Fine Manual Training
Berlin Hig^
Bethel High
Bloomfield High
Branford High
Bassick High
Central High
Warren Hording High
Bristol High
Housatonic Valley
Regional High
Canton High
Bacon Academy
Danbury High
Derby High
Durham High
ORADSS
10-12
9-12
7-12
S-12
7-12
7-12
10-12
10-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
*Post Office Address.

SCHOOL GRADES
East Hampton
East Hartford
East Haven
Enfield
( Thomo s onville ) "*
Essex
Fairfield
Farmington
( Uni onville )
*
Greenwich
Griswold
(Jewett City)*
Grot on
(Poquonock Bridge
Guilford
Hamden
Hartford
Hertford
Hartford
Killingly
(Dsjiielson)*
Lebanon
Litchfield
Kadlson
Manchester
lieriden
East Hampton High
East Hartford High
East Haven High
Enfield High
Pratt High
Roger Ludlowe High
Farmington High
Greenwich High
Griswold High
Robert 2. Fitch High
Guilford High
Hamden High
Bulkeley High
Hartford Public High
Weaver High
Killingly High
Lyman Memorial High
Litchfield High
Hand High
Manchester High
Me riden Hi£.h
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
3-12
.-12
10-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
10-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
10-12
*Post Office Address.

SCHCOL GRADES
Middle town Middle tox'/n High Q.
Kiddle tovm Woodrow Wilson High (
'
I-lllford Milford High Q.
Morris James Morris High 7.
Naugatuclt Naugatuck High Q.
New Britain NeT.r Britain Senior High -LC
New Canaan New Canaan Senior High
New Haven Commercial High Q.
Nev Haven New Haven High 9 -12
Nev: London Bulkeley School 9 -12
Nev: London Chapman Technical High 9 -12
New London Williams Memorial
Institute 0 -1 9
Newington Newington High 9 -T 9
Nev/town Hawley School 7 -12
Norv/alk I'Jorwalk Senior High 10-12
Norwich Norwich Free Academy Q
Old Saybrook
( Saybrook)*"
Old Saybrook High 9 -12
Plainfield
(Central Village)*
Plamfield High 9 -12
Flalnville Plainville High 9 -12
Plymouth
(Terryville )*
Terryville High 9 -12
Portland Portland High 7 -12
Putnam Putnam High 9 -12

jj
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TCV.N SCHCOL GRADES
Rldgefield Ridge field High 7-12
(Deep River)*
"Tlpp-n Ri VPT Hi Pb 9-12
Seymour Seymour High 9-12
SheIt on
Simsbury
Somers
( Somersville ) *
Southingtcn
South v/indsor
SheIt on High
Simsbury High
Soaersville High
9-12
9-12
7-12
Lev/is High 9-1
(East Windsor Hill)''^
Ellsworth Memorial High 9-12
oXiS.mi orQ DLamxoro. nign
Stonington Stonington High 9 -12
Stratford Stratford High 9 -12
Suffield Suffield High > 7 -12
Thomas ton Thomas ton High 7 -12
Thompson
(No. G-rosvenordale )
Tourtellotte
* Memorial High 3 -12
Torrington Torrington High 9 -12
Vernon
(Rockville)*
Rockville High 9 -12
wallingf ord Lyman Hall High 9 -12
Washington Washington High 9 -12
Waterbury Wilby High 9 -12
West Hartford William H. Hall High 10--12
West Haven West Haven High 9 -12
*Post Office Address.

tov;n SCHCOL GRADES
Westport
Wetliersfield
Winchester
(Winsted)*
Windham
(Willlmantic)*
Windsor
Windsor Locks
Woodbury
Staoles High
Weuhersfield High
The Gilbert School
Windham High
V/indsor High
Windsor Locks High
Woodbury High
10-12
7-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
*pQst Office Address*
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APPENDIX 3
Ui\^DITED G0I>1I.Q:NT3 BY TEACHERS
.
FROM Q,UESTICI-:KAIRS
.
CONCERxNIM& TRANSCRIPTION TEACHING I-IETHODS AIQ PRC3LEHS
I.
Teaching Method:
1. Transcription from olates.
2. Practice olate material—dictate it in class and have
dictation read beck aloud before transcribing. I
3. Practice plate material—dictate it and have it tran- '
scribed --jithout reading back aloud.
j
4. Original dictation.
I
a. One day a week a letter dictated as if answering a
letter (that is, not read out of a book^. This
||
letter is to be transcribed as a mailable letter
(synonymous substitutions allowed).
b. Three days a week—timed dictption and transcriotion.
c. One day for correctional work. i
For the first ten weeks, until the student has mastered some
of the transcription techniques, I use no carbon. For the
next six weeks V7e use carbons twice a week. From then on car-
bon is used for all transcripts. The last six weeks of the
year we do multiple copies about twice a vjeek. All but tv/o
students in this group take a full period of Secretarial
Office Practice. Much work for the school, business houses,
and faculty is done by this grouo, so that plenty of practice
in making multiple copies and envelopes is provided.
Stenography II is given period one in day follov;ed by Transcrip
tion. They have a double period in same room, same teacher.
j
II.
III.
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IV.
I require mallpble letters:
10 at 60 upm and 5 articles (or letters— 5 min. ^.ictation
10 at 70 wpm end 5 articles
10 at 80 wpm and 5 articles
10 at 90 wpm and 5 articles
10 at 100 vrpin and 5 articles
and as many at 120 wpm as pupils caji do.
V.
l.'e also have what we call a "Clinic Class. " Transcripts are
kept from one marking period to the next. About every other
v;eek, the Head of the English Department, or someone desig-
nated by him, takes the class and discusses the different
phases of grammar, etc., which the pupils have misunderstood.
A little revievj is gained in this v;ay in word usage, sentence
structure, etc.
VI.
I, personally, would like to
devoted to Trenscription and
G-raminar. The Seniors before
review of the fundamentals.
see at least three days a ;^eek
two days to Fundamentals of
they le?ve high school need a
VII.
A study of school records show that fev/, if any, students from
third year English Low reach Stenography 12. Most students
have been scheduled either in English High or English Median.
VIII.
This course is run in connection with Senior Typing. One day
a week the classes report for Public Speaking, and on another
day, at least one-half of the class reports for Swimming,
therefore, the TranscriDtion is cut to, at first one^ and later
two days a week to leave some time for Senior Typing' review.
IX.
The idea of the same teacher having the same pupils for
Stenography and Typing was recently installed at and is
working out very satisfactorily. Unfortunately, it cannot
be vjorked out for all puoils because of the difficulties in
scheduling, some teachers not being qualified to teach both
subjects.

Seniors scheduled for Stenography II and Typing II. Office
Practice is incorporated in these classes and includes Dicta-
phone, Ecliohone, Calculator, and Mimeograph and Ditto instruc-
tion. "Secretarial Office Practice" by Loso and A^new is used
as a text.
XI.
Shorthand dictation is given almost every day, cut only tv.o
typing periods a week are given over to transcrip.tion.
XII.
Transcription here is not taught a.s separate course. The
foundation of it is started in Shorthand I. It is worked in
chiefly x^ith Shorthand II --'ork—at least t-:ice a week on review
and new matter both.
;
XIII.
I do not teach transcription as a separate course, but chiefly
in conjunction with speed building in shorthand. Eox';ever, some
practice in transcription is given from the first chapter.
Occasional longhand transcription is a part of the work from
the beginning as I believe in giving my students dictation from
the start. Outlines are of no value if they Cannot be read.
In addition to checking accuracy through oral reading, written
transcription is given a.bout once a week in the first-year
shorthand course and with increasing frequency in the second
year.
XIV.
In our school, we have tried to correlate Stenography, Business
Snglish, Office Practice, and Transcription for better all-
round understandable results. Most dictation for transcribing
is new and unoracticed— speed varies, growing faster through
the year but depending, too, on length and difficulty of
matter dictated.
XV.
..'e are allovjed only two periods a week for transcri^; oion. I
am firmly convinced that this is not sufficient to attain the
transcription speed rate required on the State Test for Stenog-i
raphers. It is my opinion that Transcription should be taught
every day of the school week.

XVI.
In B. smrll school it is difficult to execute set standards as
classes are composed of students desiring commercial work rather
than those best fitted for the type of work; thus, I strive for'
the best results recording to the calibre. This year, six of
the nine enrolled are good material and they should attain a
good transcription rate.
XVII.
I
As for trr.nscripts, they are either mailable or not. 'Je v:ork
I
on a point system, which will go into use sometime next month,
I
and a point is granted for each acceptable piece of work. The
I
number of points determines their grade at the end of the term.
If no corrections sre to be made, the student does not receive
her paper back; spelling has to be typed correctly five times
on the transcript and then returned; other corrections s.re i
supposedly realized.
|
I
XVIII.
I
Here at we do not have a separate transcription course.
I'
We have two years of shorthand, one and one-half years of |!
typing, and one-half year of office training. So it is rather i|
difficult to find time for everything. However, I have tran-
scription classes on Tuesdpy and Thursday during both the short-j
hand class end the typing class. I dictate the material to
|
them in the shorthand class and they go directly to the typing
room to transcribe it.
!
One thing that was very helpful to 'chem was acting as secre-
I
taries for the faculty members. During their office training
course they do secretarial xvork for a period of one week for
each faculty member—rotating until they have had experience
with a^ll of them. In this way they learn to take dictstion
from persons other than their shorthand teacher. All of this
work, by the way, is done on their free time and they are
marked on the basis of excellent, good, fair, or poor.
Our one aim in all the transcription work is to have them
.trc?nscribe a letter accurately and neatly in the shortest
possible length of time.



